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Abstract

This dissertation describes the development of sensors for the detection of biologically relevant molecules and the fabrication of hybrid supercapacitor materials for energy storage purposes. Specifically, DNA sensors based on surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and electrochemical proximity assay (ECPA) are described. Both sensors have great potential for point-of-care testing and research has focused recently on point-of-care analysis with the goal of speeding up the disease diagnosis. It is also convenient for use in poor or remote areas where highly trained personnel are not readily available.

Hybrid supercapacitors, on the other hand, exhibit high power and energy densities and can undergo several charging/discharging cycles without significant loss in performance. Mn$_3$O$_4$ has emerged recently as a potential candidate due to the fact that Mn is earth-abundant and therefore inexpensive. The oxide can be easily deposited electrochemically on substrates such as stainless steel and carbon fibers to form hybrid materials that exhibit higher performances than the oxide alone.

Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction of the principles of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy and the fabrication techniques of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy substrates. Also, recent biosensor developments based on surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy and electrochemistry techniques are described. In addition, the principles of supercapacitors are described and their preparation is briefly reviewed.
Chapter 2 describes the preparation of SERS-active substrates and their biosensor applications. Ag/Au film over nanosphere substrates (FONs) have been prepared, and a large enhancement of Raman intensity was achieved. In addition, the distance dependence of the Raman signal from the nanostructure responsible for signal enhancement is reported.

Chapter 3 describes a DNA biosensor system, developed for detection of DNA sequences using Ag/Au FONs substrate. By incorporating the sensor system into a microfluidic channel, the reproducibility of the system was significantly improved.

Chapter 4 presents two kinds of hybrid materials, namely carbon fiber and stainless steel fiber with Mn₃O₄ for supercapacitor application. These materials were found to exhibit very high capacitance.

Chapter 5 deals with the optimization of the ECPA biosensor system. By incorporating uracil bases into DNA sequences, a reusable sensor was successfully developed with good signal recovery and selectivity. A faster detection (3 minutes) was also achieved, and the detection of insulin concentration in blood serum was demonstrated.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the research work and presents possible future directions that would follow this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Surface-enhanced Raman scattering

Raman spectroscopy involves excitation of molecules by using an intense light source and measuring the scattered radiation by the molecules. Because of the low probability of light being scattered, the Raman intensity is inherently weak. Therefore, a lot of effort has been invested in order to improve the intensity of the scattered light. One technique that has been developed to improve the intensity is called Surface-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy/scattering (SERS). This technique was first reported by Fleischmann et al. in 1974[1]. They observed that, when pyridine was absorbed on a roughened silver electrode, the Raman intensity increased by a factor of $10^6$ compared to pyridine not absorbed on the surface. Since then, a lot of work has been done to understand the reason for the enhancement. In addition to Fleischmann’s group, the research groups of Van Duyne and Jeanmaire, and Albrecht and Creighton, independently reported the significant enhancement of the Raman scattering when molecules are adsorbed on a metal surface [2-3]. Van Duyne and Jeanmaire concluded that a possible contributing factor is from the change of the electric field experienced by the molecules. This phenomenon is known as electromagnetic enhancement (EM). At the same time, Albrecht and Creighton also reported that Raman scattering was enhanced by electron transfer between the molecules and the metal substrate. This is referred to as chemical enhancement. Other mechanisms and models that explain the phenomenon have been reported. Although the mechanisms leading to the
enhancement are still not completely understood, electromagnetic and chemical enhancement are accepted as the two main explanations for the SERS enhancement. The electromagnetic enhancement is thought to be the main contribution resulting in an enhancement factor of $10^6$ to $10^{10}$. The chemical enhancement usually contributes only a factor of $10^2$ to the enhancement. With the development of SERS in recent years, research interests have shifted to practical applications [4-8]. To better understand the SERS behavior, some fundamentals, including the two main mechanisms, electromagnetic enhancement, and chemical enhancement will be inclusively depicted in the following sections.

1.1.1 Mechanisms

**Electromagnetic enhancement mechanism**

Electromagnetic enhancement (EM) focuses on enhanced electromagnetic fields induced by the change of surface plasmons that reside on metal surface [9-11], while the chemical enhancement can be supported by the charge transfer between the adsorbents and the metal surfaces [12].

Surface plasmon in conduction materials is formed due to rapid oscillation of their electron density induced by incident light. The particle resulting from the quantization of the oscillation is termed “plasmon.” When plasmon is restricted to surfaces and interacts strongly with incident light, a polariton is formed, also known as nonradiative evanescent wave. The wave resides at the interface of the materials with positive dielectric constant and those with negative dielectric constant. The plasmon can either be localized or propagating. When the nanostructure dimensions of conducting materials are smaller than the wavelength of the excitation light, such as metallic nanoparticles, the formed evanescent wave is known as localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The most widely accepted model of the LSPR
phenomenon on nanoparticle surface is illustrated in Figure 1.1 (a) [15]. When the nanoparticle is irradiated by the incident light, the oscillating electric field localized on the surface can cause the metal electrons to oscillate coherently. As shown in Figure 1.1 (a), when the charged cloud of conduction electrons is oscillated away from the nuclear frame work of the nanoparticle, strong coulombic attraction energy arises and forces the oscillation of the conduction electron cloud back to the nuclear framework. This back and forth oscillation results in a large enhancement of electromagnetic field of the light at the surface of nanoparticle. The magnification of both the incident EM field and the Raman scattering field composes the SERS EM enhancement mechanism [10]. Experimentally, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (b), the excitation peak represents the excitation of the LSPR at the surface of metal nanoparticle. In this figure, the excitation peak at 420 nm is measured from silver colloids solution.
Figure 1.1 (a) Model of LSPRs at the spherical nanoparticle surface (b) Extinction spectrum of silver nanoparticle. The peak indicates the excitation of the LSPR. Taken from Ref 15 with permission.
The model of a metal sphere used in Figure 1.1 is used to illustrate the EM mechanism for simplicity. The ideal metal sphere is used because the electric field is homogeneous around the nanosphere. For a nanoparticle with a radius significantly smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, the electric field due to plasmon on the surface of the metal sphere is related to the electric field of the incident light according to the following Equation (1)

\[ E_{\text{induced}} = \left( \frac{\varepsilon_1 - 2\varepsilon_2}{\varepsilon_1 + 2\varepsilon_2} \right) E_{\text{light}} \]  

where \( E_{\text{induced}} \) and \( E_{\text{light}} \), represent for the electric or electromagnetic (EM) field induced on the surface and electric field of the excitation light. There, \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \) are the complex dielectric function and relative permittivity of the media respectively. Theoretically, from the equation, when \( \varepsilon_1 = -2\varepsilon_2 \), an infinite EM is achieved on the surface which is an ideal LSPR condition. Research experiments can benefit from this study by the relative adjustment of the complex dielectric function and the media phase to satisfy the condition for LSPR. Physical properties of the nanosphere surface can also be modified to enhance LSPR [107, 15].

**Chemical enhancement mechanism**

The chemical enhancement mechanism is thought to contribute an average enhancement factor of \( 10^2 \) to the total surface signal. This mechanism includes any enhancement of the Raman intensity of surface species via the formation of a chemical bond with the surface. The mechanism is correlated to the charge transfer between the probed molecule and the surface, because charge transfer between the interacting species is one of the most significant characteristics of chemical reactions [13].
1.1.2 Distance dependence

As mentioned earlier, the larger part of the overall enhancement of SERS is due to the EM enhancement mechanism. The EM enhancement is a result of the presence of physical nanostructures at the metal surface. The intensity of the Raman scattering (I) is proportional to the square of the magnitude of any electric fields (E) irradiated on the analyte on the surface as shown in Equation (2).

\[ I \propto E^2 \] (2)

The magnitude of EM field includes two parts as defined by the Equation (3).

\[ E = E_a + E_p \] (3)

Respectively, \( E_a \) and \( E_p \) are electric fields induced on the analyte without and with nanostructure feature on the surface.

Since the EM effect is the primary contribution in SERS and electric fields decrease in strength with space from the excitation source, an analyte can benefit from the enhancement even if it is some distance away from the enhancing nanostructure surface. Theoretically, in a sphere model, SERs enhancement (G) is related to the radius of the spherical structure (r) and the distance between analyte and the spherical structure according to the following equation:

\[ G = \left[ \frac{r}{(r + d)} \right]^{10} \] (4)

Experimental studies of the relationship between the enhanced intensity and the distance between the analyte and the spherical metal roughness feature were performed using \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) by Duyne’s group in 2004 [14]. They used \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) deposition layer to control the thickness of the film over nanosphere substrate (FONs) and observed the consistency between the theoretical relationship and the practical use in their fabrication substrate. The calculated value for the size of average
nanostructure feature is 12 nm for their substrate. Experimentally, the Raman enhancement intensity drops by a factor of 10 with an increasing distance of 2 to 3 nm.

1.1.3 SERS active substrates

Substrates play a critical role for the SERS techniques. Based on the enhancement mechanism, the properties of the substrates should meet certain requirements. Firstly, since the EM enhancement depends on the phenomenon of LSPR, all of the factors satisfying the LSPR conditions needed to be fulfilled in order to benefit from the enhanced signal. This includes controlling properties of the substrate such as the dimension and shape of nanostructure and the dielectric of the media [15, 109]. Secondly, SERS requires that the feature sizes of metallic nanostructures clearly below the wavelength of the exciting light, because the ability of a metal to show the SERS effect is determined by the frequency dependent complex dielectric function ($\varepsilon_1$) as described in Equation (1). SERS-active nanostructure should have sharp features in order to benefit from the “antenna effect” [108-110]. Furthermore, the enhancement can be highly amplified if the analyte molecule is absorbed between two or more neighboring sharp structures, which are depicted as a “hot spot” [16]. In addition, further requirements are needed for experimental applications: (1) the substrate should have the chemical and biological compatibility with the analytes molecule, (2) it should be inexpensive as well as chemically and temporally stable, (3) tenability and reproducibility of substrates is favorably required for practical studies. Based on these requirements, various methods have been developed to prepare SERS active substrates. For instance, nanoparticle colloids [17-21], metallic rough surfaces [22-23], and periodic nanostructures [24] capable of signal enhancement are summarized in Figure 1.2. The first two categories mainly rely on fundamentally random formations; hence the reproducibility is significantly limited.
Among these studies, the method of electrochemically roughening metal electrodes was used to prepare substrates showing SERS and can usually realize an enhancement factor of $10^6$. Colloid dispersion has been successfully prepared by an easy reduction reaction of the respective metal salts as shown in the right top graph in Figure 1.2 [25]. For example, silver and gold nanoparticles can be prepared according to the method of Lee and Meisel by reducing AgNO$_3$ and HAuCl$_4$ [26]. Besides pure metal nanoparticles, some scientists also found that core shell bimetal nanoparticles allow a shift of the resonance frequency as a function of the shell thickness, which is an efficient method for SERS measurement. Moreover, various shapes such as nano-cube, octahedral and nano-rods can be prepared in addition to spherical nanoparticle [17-21]. A nanorod possesses a long axis which can excite the phenomenon of multipolar Plasmon [27-28]. Tian and co-workers studied nanowires made of different metals with different widths and lengths and found that nanowire substrate exhibited better SERS activity than that of a randomly roughened metal surface. In addition to metal nanowires, more complicated structures have been developed as desired. Crescent-shaped metal nanoparticles with three dimensions have been fabricated by Lee et al., which shows remarkable enhancement [28].

Although nanoparticle colloids are simple and easy to prepare, they are not always homogeneous or stable. Methods for homogeneous and reproducible substrate fabrication have thus attracted great attention from research scientists. Among all the methods studied, lithography is most often implemented because of its excellent reproducibility. One generally used method is electron beam lithography (EBL) which can prepare highly reproducible patterns of variable shape and tens of nanometers in size. Felidj et al. studied SERS enhancement on oblate Au spheroid arrays prepared by EBL and found that they exhibited good reproducibility and resulted in an enhancement factor of $10^5$ [29]. Structures with different shapes can be
achieved by EBL technique, including cylinders, square trigonal prisms, or even nanowire arrays [30].

Figure 1.2 Some fabrication processes for nanostructures SERS substrate: (a) sputter coating of metal thin film, (b) electrochemical roughening or corrosive etching, (c) nanosphere deposition (d) sputter coating on deposited nanosphere mask (e) and (f) metal colloid nanosphere SAM, (g) aqueous sol-gel or polymer deposition, (h) metal nanoparticle entrapment in a matrix, (i) layer by layer colloid multiplayer formation, (j) subsequent organosilane overlayer deposition. Top right shows chemical reduction methods used to prepare various metal nanostructures. Taken from Ref 103 with permission.
Another lithographic technique is called nanoimprint lithography (NIL). The fabrication process is as follows: (1) a mold with certain pattern is fabricated, (2) the mold is then used to create a thickness contrast in a resist known as imprinting process, (3) after imprinting, the mold is removed from the resist, resulting in transfer of a contrast pattern to the resist, (4) finally the pattern is transferred by using etching processes to get rid of residue.

In 2012, a novel method with high performance and high flexibility was developed by engineering nanostructures on a silicon base using focused ion beam direct writing (FIBDW) technology [31]. It was found that this technique has great potential for high performance SERS’ active substrates development. By reducing the spacing between “hot spots,” single molecular detection can be achieved.

The lithographic techniques depicted above can help achieve a substrate surface that is both highly reproducible and adjustable in size and shape. However, the high cost of the fabrication process greatly hinders their applications. Economical methods without loss of the high performance are therefore required.

1.1.4 Nanosphere lithography (NSL) and films over nanospheres (FON)

The technique of Nanosphere lithography (NSL) was first developed by Fischer et al. in 1981 [32]. The fabrication process is shown in Figure 1.3. In principle, a solution containing nanospheres such as polystyrene latex spheres of homogeneous diameter is self-assembled on the surface of a substrate to form a two dimensional deposition mask with subsequent deposition of a metal layer. In this technique, chemical modification of the nanosphere surface is needed to improve the stability and ensure the informality of the self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on the
substrate. After the self-assembling process, a thin film of metal is coated by the sputter coating process.

By tuning the size and shape of the nanoparticles used in NSL prepared substrates, the substrates can show good LSPR performance. In 1995 Hulteen and van Duyne[33] developed periodic nanoparticle pattern with nanometer features using single layer and double layer self-assembled sphere masks. They reported the preparation of defect-free substrates at moderate cost and proposed the term nanosphere lithography (NSL). Enhancement factors above $10^7$ can be achieved in NSL.

The films over nanospheres (FON) approach is similar to the NSL process except that the spheres are not removed. Enhancement factors of approximately $10^8$ were obtained for film over nanosphere, which is comparable with NSL structures.

Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of the nanosphere lithography (NSL) fabrication process
Reprinted from Ref 102 with permission.


1.2 Biosensors

According to the definition from International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) gold book, a biosensor is “a device that uses specific biochemical reactions mediated by isolated enzymes, immunosystems, tissues, organelles or whole cells to detect chemical compounds usually by electrical, thermal or optical signals” [34]. In a typical design, a biosensor consists of three parts: (1) the sensitive elements or biological sensing material, which incorporates the target bio-analytes, (2) the transducer or detector element, which converts the sensing signal into a clear and measurable readout, (3) the signal processor, which displays the transformed signal in an accessible way. The biological sensing material can be a protein such as an enzyme, a nucleic acid, an antibody, or even a plant, animal and bacterial tissue, and a whole microbial cell [35].

Biosensors can be divided into several categories based on the transducer and detector devices, such as electrochemical, optical, piezoelectric, mass, thermal, and calorimetric [37-41]. Optical methods such as fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy, reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM), and surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) [42] are widely employed because of their simple and straightforward use. Many optical applications in biosensors are dependent on target molecule labeled with optical reporter molecules, such as radioisotopes, fluorophores, UV-absorbing and Raman-active reporter [43-45]. Electrochemical methods are of great importance because of their low cost and high sensitivity. They can be classified into amperometric, potentiometric, impedance, and conductometric methods [46].

1.2.1 DNA- and Aptamer- based Biosensors

Recently, nucleic acid analysis has played a significant role in the detection of pathogens, genetic diseases and virus infection [45-49]. This analysis has many applications including point-
of-care (POC) diagnostics, along with environmental and food monitoring [46-49]. Conventional DNA hybridization detecting techniques, such as gel electrophoresis or southern blotting are usually time-consuming, laborious and not suitable for on-site monitoring. Generally, the principle of the DNA biosensor is based on the DNA sequences base coupling. The principle relies on the immobilization of a single stranded DNA sequence probe on a surface which can recognize its complementary sequence to form double-stranded DNA sequences. The analyte can be selectively bound on the recognition surface [50]. The signal can come from an electro-active reporter that binds with single strand DNA, or an intercalator incorporated with double strand DNA [51-53].

1.2.2 Immunosensors

Antibody-based biosensors are also called immunosensors. Immunosensors are antibody-based affinity biosensors, where the detection of an analyte is achieved by its binding to a region of an antibody, such as sandwich type immunoassays, known as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Antibody-based sensors are an attractive alternative to the more conventional quantitative analytical methods such as chromatography (GC) and mass spectrometry (MS), because of their remarkably high specificity, small sample volumes, low detection limits, and reduced sample preparation [51]. However, the application is limited because the labeling process for antibodies is usually expensive, inconvenient, and time-consuming. Moreover, the process of antibody modification on a surface always has problems such as poor orientation and insufficient surface coverage. These problems can be overcome by complexing of the protein to nucleic acid, because nucleic acids can be easily modified with a variety of molecules [51-52]. Also, the modification process of the DNA sequence can be easily controlled by optimizing the self-assembled monolayer of thiolated DNA sequence [54].
1.2.3 Aptamers

Aptamers are defined as oligonucleic acid sequences which can recognize specific ligands and bind to diverse target molecules including ions or proteins. There are both RNA and DNA aptamers. The selection process of the aptamers sequences is called selection evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) [55]. Similar to antibodies and antigens, aptamers can bind to the target with high selectivity and affinity which can be competitive with antibodies. Aptamers also have several advantages such as accuracy, reproducibility, chemical stability, easier bio-activity treatment and reversible thermal denaturation.

1.2.4 SERS biosensors

The most widely used optical biosensor, including molecular Beacons, Taquman, and Scorpion probes, is based on fluorescence detection during PCR amplification [56-57]. Generally, fluorescence detection is easily accessible, and labels and many probes are commercially available. However, due to the high detection limits of fluorescence, a large number of PCR cycles are needed to generate sufficient targets, a time-consuming process. In addition, the multiplexing ability is limited by the use of optical filters to differentiate between fluorophores [51]. Moreover, background fluorescence can lead to decreased sensitivity due to the inefficient quenching of the fluorophore.

SERS or SERRS (surface enhanced resonant Raman spectroscopy) offers a very useful alternative technique with several important benefits. In this technique, a sharp fingerprint spectrum can be obtained, allowing discrimination between analytes in a mixture without separation. The technique tolerates a large range of colored molecules to be used as SERS reporters, including standard commercial fluorophores. It can also be widely used in DNA
probes, for example, the detection of a single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA), double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA) as well enzyme immunoassay.

Specific DNA sequences or individual DNA bases detection within a sequenced genome is significant to the assessment and diagnosis of specific illnesses. In recent years, a number of methods have been reported for detecting specific sequences of DNA. Typical SERRS based detection designs are shown in Figure 1.4. One general design is DNA hybridization detection with Raman reporter labeled with complementary target oligonucleotide as depicted in Figure 1.4 (a). In other designs, nanoparticle array substrate can be used in sandwich assay, and the signal can be directly detected from Raman label or it can be achieved by introduction of secondary nanoparticle conjugation as shown in Figure 1.4 (b).

1.2.5 SERRS Beacons

SERRS Beacon combines SERRS techniques with the fluorescence molecular Beacon concept to provide the option of using the two detections methods together. The principle of molecular Beacon was originally proposed by Tyagi S et al. A molecular Beacon is a single strand DNA sequence detained in a loop by a self-complementary stem. In the absence of the complementary DNA sequence, the molecular Beacon does not fluoresce, whereas after hybridization with the complementary sequence, fluorescence is released. Figure 1.4 (c) shows the principle behind the SERRS beacon approach. Similarly, SERRS Beacon is DNA sequence labeled with a Raman active reporter at one end. When the sequence is held in a loop structure, highly enhanced SERS signals are achieved, while after hybridization with the target sequence, the SERS signals are reduced. The difference between SERRS Beacon and molecular Beacon is that one is dependent on “signal off” detection and the other one relies on “signal on” detection.
Using the SERRS beacon concept, Musundi B. Wabuyele and Tuan Vo-Dinh et al. used plasmonics-based nanoprobes as “molecular sentinels” for DNA diagnostics (58-60). In their study, plasmonics nanoprobe or “molecular sentinel” (MS), were utilized to detect the gag gene sequence of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) successfully.

The color changes associated with DNA detection were detected visually on a reverse-phase silica plate, allowing for optimized detection of about 10 fM of an oligonucleotide [61-62, 111]. In 2002, the Mirkin group developed a method to use gold particles for DNA sequencing. In their study, Au particles were functionalized with Cy3-labeled oligonucleotides, which is complementary with part of the target DNA. When exposed to laser light, the nanoparticles became SERS active. Six different Raman active molecules were used as probes for six different DNA strands to reach a detection limit of 20 fM with the ability to simultaneous detect of the probes [67].

1.2.6 Electrochemical biosensors

Compared to other techniques, the electrochemical sensor has advantages such as low cost, simple instrument, high sensitivity, freedom from sample turbidity and ease of miniaturization for micro-fabrication assay [63]. These advantages give electrochemical sensors high potential and compatibility for implantable and portable hand-held products. In general, there are several methods that can be used to detect an electrochemical signal during a bio-recognition event, and these methods can be categorized as amperometric, potentiometric, impedance, and conductometric [63-64]. In the past decades, many research papers have been published about applications of electrochemical biosensors in various fields, especially in the clinical analysis area.
Electrochemical DNA sensors are based on the immobilization of a single-chain DNA strand onto an electrode and the measurement of changes in electrical readout caused by the hybridization. Biosensors utilizing aptamers as bio-recognition materials have been defined as “aptasensors.” Much work has been published with thrombin aptamers. A thrombin binding aptamer is a 15 bases pair DNA sequence (GGT TGG TGT GGT TGG from 5’ to 3’) which can fold to a G-quartet conformation in the presence of thrombin. Generally, thrombin can be detected by different assays based on the thrombin binding aptamer. As shown in Figure 1.5 A) and B), one mode is thrombin binding aptamer based aptasensor using electrochemical methods. The other assay is based on molecular beacon fluorescence technique as shown in Figure 1.5 B) [105]. The principle of the aptasensor relies on the conformational change before and after the binding behavior. The conformational change can be measured electrochemically through changes in electron transfer from an attached re-dox reporter relatively near or far from an electrode surface. This field of research is progressing so rapidly that new achievements have appeared. One of the applications is the fabrication of DNA microarrays, which can be further used for multiplexing detection of different DNA targets.

1.2.7 Fabrication techniques of DNA biosensors

In a DNA biosensor design, immobilization of ssDNA onto the substrate or electrode surface plays an important role in the performance of the biosensors. Different types of DNA sequences can be used in different research, such as linear oligonucleotides DNA (LO), hairpin oligonucleotides DNA (HO), peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) [65] and locked nucleic acids (LNAs). The most commonly used DNA sequences are linear oligonucleotides DNA, which exhibit high levels of specificity. Various approaches have been developed to immobilize the DNA probe to the solid surface of biosensors: (1) self-assembling monolayer (SAM) of thiolated
oligonucleotides on substrate or gold electrodes [66-67], (2) biotinylated DNA probes attached through Biotin-Streptavidin moiety reaction for protein detection, [68] (3) electro polymerization[69].

Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of thiolated oligonucleotides is currently the most widely used approach through the reaction of the thiol group with the metal surface. The advantages of the SAMs are that they are well-ordered, and have strong covalent bond energy and van der Waals forces between the neighboring molecules. However, SAM systems have limitations such as low thermal stability. Moreover, the density of the probe DNA sequence on the surface can increase the charge repulsion of the sequence and affect the efficiency of hybridization with target sequence [66A]. The modification of the SAM on the surface needs precise control so that optimal DNA probe density and probe orientation can be realized. For example, a two-step immobilization approach is currently extensively used in the research. The attractive method consists of the simultaneous co-immobilization of the thiolated DNA probe with another thiolated molecule called “backfiller” such as mercaptohexanol (MCH). Schematic illustration of the co-immobilization approach is shown in Figure 1.6 [66B]. The process includes thiolated DNA immobilization, passivation layer co-immobilization and hybridization process of DNA probe and target.
Figure 1.4 SERRS based DNA or protein detection designs. (a) DNA hybridization detection with Raman tag labeled complementary target DNA. (b) Au nanosphere substrate used with sandwich assay with direct readout (i) and (ii) amplification of SERs signal using nanoparticle. (c) SERRS molecular Beacon design. Taken from Ref 104 with permission.
Figure 1.5 Thrombin aptasensor based on conformational change from aptamer target interactions. A) Thrombin binding aptamer based electrochemical biosensors (MB attached as the redox reporter). B) Thrombin molecular beacon fluorescence technique. Taken from Ref 105 with permission.

Figure 1.6 Schematic illustration of the co-immobilization approach: immobilization of thiolated DNA, co-immobilization of mercaptohexanol (MC) passivation layer and hybridization with target DNA sequence. Taken with permission from Ref 66.
1.3 Introduction to types of energy storage devices nowadays

The energy crisis has been a severe problem threatening every existence and development of human civilization. Currently, people are driven to find more sustainable and renewable and environmentally friendly resources. Among them, production of electrochemical energy is under serious concern as an alternative energy source [77-78]. Electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs), also acknowledged as supercapacitors, have received increased attention because they can offer better power performance and provide superior energy density than conventional battery and capacitors [74-76].

Principally, there are some major differences between batteries, fuel cells and electrochemical capacitors. On one hand, energy stored in a battery is released from chemical redox reactions and converted to electricity; however, electrical energy is generated by physically charging from an outside electric source. On the other hand, the principle of the energy storage and release from electrochemical capacitor is due to electrical double layers (EDLs) [79, 80]. A wide variety of different electrode materials and electrolytes are currently being manipulated to improve the efficiency and practicality of EDLCs. In the following sections, three types of capacitors and the development of related materials will be reviewed and described based on recent publications.

1.3.1 Introduction of supercapacitors

Supercapacitors are also called ultracapacitors because of their higher capacitance values than conventional capacitors currently accessible. The energy storage of supercapacitors is based on the charge storage in the electrical double layer (EDL) of a high surface area electrode [80].
Until now, millions of dollars per year are spent on the study and development of supercapacitors, including potential application in portable electronic devices and PCs, low CO₂ emission hybrid cars and other vehicles [81]. Basically, supercapacitors can be generally divided into three categories based on the energy storage mechanism: EDLc, pseudocapacitors, and hybrid capacitors [82]. Faradaic processes include charge transfer process via redox reactions. During non-Faradaic mechanism process, charges are dispersed on surfaces by physical forces without electron charge transfer. Supercapacitors and pseudocapacitors rely on the non-Faradaic process, and faradaic process respectively. Hybrid capacitor is based on both processes.

Ragone plot is widely used to compare the performance between different types of energy storage system as shown in Figure 1.7. Compared with batteries and fuel cells, electric capacitors have much more specific power or power density. Other benefits of supercapacitor also include long reusability, more environmental and eco-friendly, harmless, and light weight. Cycle life and stability of supercapacitors can easily exceed $10^6$ cycles, much better than battery electrodes [80]. Those advantages offer supercapacitors as a promising alternative power source for electrical vehicles, digital telecommunication kits, uninterruptible power supply for PCs and other devices particularly under the non-serviceable condition. [83].
Figure 1.7 Ragone chart of the energy storage comparison. Taken from Ref 106 with permission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Electrochemical capacitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storage mechanism</strong></td>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power limitation</strong></td>
<td>Reaction kinetics, mass transport</td>
<td>Electrolyte conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy storage</strong></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charge rate</strong></td>
<td>Kinetically limited</td>
<td>High, same as discharge rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cycle life</strong></td>
<td>Mechanical stability, chemical reversibility</td>
<td>Side reactions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 Comparison of battery and electrochemical capacitors. Taken from Ref 106 with permission.
1.3.2 Electrical Double Layer capacitors

The concept of the double layer was originally proposed and modeled by Hermann von Helmholtz when he was investigating the charge distribution with nanoparticle suspensions [84]. Later, this concept was found to be well applied to the surface of metal electrodes [85]. As mentioned earlier, electrochemical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) store and release the energy through a non-faradaic process, without electron transfer between electrode surface and molecules.

When an electrode is immersed into an electrolyte solution, there is a spontaneous organization of charges at the surface of the electrode and in the electrolyte facing the electrode as shown in Figure 1.8. This organization of charges is known as electrical double layer. When an outer voltage is applied, negative charges and positive charges will accumulate on the electrode surfaces. According to the Helmholtz model, electrochemical double-layers are formed on the electrodes and electrolyte surface, called Helmholtz double-layers. The outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) refers to the distance of closest approach of nonspecifically solvated cation in solution, while the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) refers to the distance of closest approach of specifically adsorbed ions to the metal electrode surface. They are represented by $x_1$ and $x_2$ in the Figure 1.8. In practice, the structure of the EDL is much more complicated than the models discussed above. Helmholtz model is the earliest simplest model to explain the double layers. By introducing a diffusion layer model, Gouy-Chapman is established. However, the combination of the two models is most widely used for the theoretical studies.

Carbon materials have the characterizations of high surface area, low cost and more established fabrication techniques. Thus, they are the primary choice for fabrication of electrode
There are diverse types of carbon materials that can be utilized as the EDLCs electrodes. Generally they are activated carbons, carbon aerogels, and carbon nanotubes [86-91, 112].

Figure 1.8 Model of Electrical Double Layer (EDLCs). In this model, Φ represents electrostatic potential.
1.3.3 Pseudocapacitors

Pseudocapacitors store energy by electron charge transfer between electrode surface and electrolyte. The charge storage attainable by this mechanism is approximately one order of magnitude higher than for the EDL mechanism. Unlike EDLCs, a pseudocapacitor involves a charge transfer process at the electrode surface. This can be caused through different chemical reactions such as electro-sorption, re-dox reactions and chemical intercalations. These Faradaic charge transfers may improve the capacitance and energy densities. However, the chemical process can also lead pseudocapacitors to “fading problem,” and loss of capacity through repeated charging and discharging cycles. So compared to EDLCs, the lifetime of pseudocapacitors is usually shorter.

Typically, materials such as conducting polymers and metal oxides are used to store energy in pseudocapacitors [90-92]. Typical metal oxide materials are transition metal oxides, which have multiple oxidation and reduction processes. Among the various metal oxides materials, ruthenium dioxide has been reported to show a remarkably high capacitance [93]. However, the commercial applications of ruthenium are limited because of its low abundance, high cost and toxicity. Manganese dioxide, MnO₂ or Mn₃O₄ is one of the alternative materials with favorable properties such as high specific capacitance, high power density, low cost and environmental compatibility [94-95].

1.3.4 Hybrid supercapacitors

Hybrid supercapacitors have attracted much attention recently because they combine the advantages of EDLCs and pseudocapacitors to have better performance characteristics. The energy storage of a hybrid supercapacitor involves both Faradaic and non-Faradaic processes. Higher energy and power densities with cycling stability and affordability can be achieved when
compared with supercapacitors. Recent research has focused on three different types of hybrid composite materials: (1) combination of carbon materials with conducting polymer, (2) metal oxide, and (3) incorporation of both. On one hand, the carbon-based materials have a high surface area that improves the contact between the solution and deposition [93]. On the other hand, the pseudocapacitive deposition is enabled to further improve the capacitance through the electron charge transfer process. One example is Graphene/Mn$_3$O$_4$ composite materials, which are prepared by a simple hydrothermal synthesis process [95]. The hybrid materials have a higher capacitance and higher power density than Mn$_3$O$_4$ nanorods dispersion. The capacitance of the hybrids was 100% retained after $10^4$ cycles at a charging current of 5 A/g.

1.3.5 Supercapacitor materials developments

The development of electrochemical capacitors is combined with seeking optimal electrode materials that can accumulate electrical energy efficiently with a long durability. The key to obtaining a high capacitance charging double layer is to use materials with high surface area and electronically conducting electrodes. There are mainly three different electrode materials for supercapacitors: conducting polymers, related carbon materials and transition metal oxides or metal hydroxides [96-98].

More materials with high surface active area were studied by various research groups. Among them, carbon-based materials, such as graphene, activated carbon, mesoporous carbon, CNT, and carbon fibers are used as electrode active materials, as summarized in Figure 1.9. Activated carbons are widely used due to their moderate cost [89-91]. Metal oxides such as MnO$_2$, Mn$_3$O$_4$, V$_2$O$_5$, and RuO$_2$ are widely used and developed for pseudocapacitors. [95-96] Conducting polymers, such as polythiophene, polypyrrole (PPY), polyaniline, and their
derivatives for example Poly 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT), are used as an alternative as well [98-101].

Carbon material can provide a long life cycle and high power density but its low specific capacitance restricts applications for devices that require high energy density. On the contrary, conducting polymer materials can achieve high capacitance, good conductivity and low cost but they have relatively low stability and short life cycle. In addition to the advantage of DL capacitance, transition metal oxides and hydroxides involve the pseudocapacitance process and have a large charge/discharge potential range, but they have small surface area and shorter life cycle. The combination of these unique advantages of various nano-scale capacitive materials to form hybrid materials is a significant method to control, develop and optimize the structures and properties of electrode materials, whose performance is greatly enhanced for supercapacitors. Both the individual components of the hybrid materials and their morphology and interfacial characteristics can affect the supercapacitor's performance. Recently, much research has been focused on the fabrication of hybrid materials, such as conducting polymers mixed with metal oxides or carbon nanotubes, and graphene mixed with metal oxides or conducting polymers [89, 99, 100].

Although major improvements have been accomplished to fabricate nano-composite materials, there are still many challenges to be overcome. Many factors need be considered for the design and fabrication route of nanocomposite materials such as synthesis methods, fabrication process, interfacial characteristics, and nanocrystallite size.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Specific surface area $/m^2g$</th>
<th>Density $/g/cm^3$</th>
<th>Aqueous electrolyte $/Fg$</th>
<th>Aqueous electrolyte $/Fcm^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carbon materials:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activated carbons</td>
<td>1000-3500</td>
<td>0.4-0.7</td>
<td>&lt;200</td>
<td>&lt;80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionalized porous carbons</td>
<td>300-2200</td>
<td>0.5-0.9</td>
<td>150-300</td>
<td>&lt;180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon nanotube (CNT)</td>
<td>120-500</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>&lt;60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activated carbon fibers</td>
<td>1000-3000</td>
<td>0.3-0.8</td>
<td>120-470</td>
<td>&lt;150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon aerogels</td>
<td>400-1000</td>
<td>0.5-0.7</td>
<td>100-125</td>
<td>&lt;80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carbon composite material:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT-MnO$_2$</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-polyaniline</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2 Properties and characteristic of various carbon materials. Reprinted from Ref 107.
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Chapter 2

Optimization of Ag/Au film over nanoshpere SERS active substrates for biosensor applications

2.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the sensitivity of the SERS technique is comparable to that obtained by fluorescence spectroscopy (FS) [1–3]. With the development of SERS substrates, enhancements of Raman signals by a factor of $10^6$ to $10^{16}$ can be obtained [5–7]. The enhancement mechanisms in SERS are based on the chemical mechanism and EM field enhancement due to LSPR (Localized surface Plasmon resonance). Therefore, SERS can reach the appropriate sensitivity for ultra-trace level and even single-molecule (SM) detection [3, 4, 8].

For an ideal substrate, there are several requirements, especially in biosensor applications [9]. First, the substrate must have high SERS activity and sensitivity. By controlling the size and inter-particle spacing, the LSPR frequency of the substrate can be tuned to match the incident laser frequency to maximize the enhancement. This technique is called surface enhanced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS). Second, the substrate must be uniform so that the deviation in enhancement over the entire surface is less than 20%, which involves a relatively ordered arrangement of the nanoparticles on the substrate. Third, the substrate must have excellent stability and reproducibility. Even after a long shelf time, the enhancement effect still must be maintained. The aberration in the enhancement should be less than 20% for different pieces of substrates prepared by the same method.
Various methods have been developed to prepare active SERS substrates. A large portion of SERS research has utilized colloidal Au or Ag nanoparticles or roughened metal surfaces [10, 11]. Although high enhancement factors have been achieved for those substrates, tenability and reproducibility have remained a challenge for biosensor applications. To overcome these problems, several techniques, such as fabricating nanospheres, nano-gaps, and even nano-shells, have been developed [12-15]. Among them, the nanosphere lithography method developed by the Van Duyne group [16] and the Bartlett group [17] showed great potential for the preparation of the active substrate. The advantage of the nanosphere lithography method is that the shape, size, and spacing of the nanostructures can be controlled by changing the size of the nanospheres and the thickness of the deposited metal, thereby adjusting the position of the LSPR to match the excitation wavelength and to optimize the SERS enhancement [18]. However, the success rate of this approach really depends on the experience of the scientists and how accurately the experiment can be controlled; therefore, it is still a challenge to obtain an ordered surface without any defects.

In this chapter, a substrate fabrication method based on the film over nano-sphere (FON) technique is optimized and utilized for biosensor applications. In addition, by using the self-assembled monolayer of alkanethiol, the distance dependence on the phenomenon of surface-enhanced Raman scattering is investigated.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Chemicals

All the chemicals used were reagent grade or better. Both 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) and thiol chemicals were purchased from Aldrich. Thiol chemicals involved mercaptohexanol (C6), mercaptooctanol (C8), mercaptoundecanol (C10), and mercapto octadecanol (C18).
Polystyrene nanosphere latex was obtained from Invitrogen Company. Two kinds of polystyrene nanosphere were used in the experiments with diameter of 300 nm and 600 nm, respectively. Piranha solution (3:1 concentrated \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \): 30% \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)) and 5:1:1 \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \): \( \text{NH}_4\text{OH} \): 30%\( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) solution were used for the glass surface treatment. Caution: Piranha solution is extremely corrosive and must be handled with care.

2.2.2 SERS substrate fabrication

In this study, the film over nanosphere technique was used to prepare the substrate according to the method of Van Duyne[16]. Glass cover slides were first cleaved to an area about 1 cm\(^2\) and then cleaned by immersion in piranha solution (3:1 concentrated \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \): 30% \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)) at approximately 80 °C for 1 h. After cooling down, the substrates were rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and then soaked in 5:1:1 \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \): \( \text{NH}_4\text{OH} \): 30%\( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) solution for 60 min. The glass substrates were rinsed repeatedly with D.I. water and then used immediately. The polystyrene nanospheres suspension was diluted to 4 wt% (w/v) solution in distilled water. Then 10 \( \mu\text{L} \) of diluted suspension was spin coated at around 500-1000 rpm on the pre-treated glass to form a polystyrene nanosphere monolayer. After air drying overnight, the nanosphere film was sputter coated with layers of silver and gold. The sputter coating was carried out in a vacuum chamber by PELCO SC-7 sputter coater (Ted Pella Inc). The operation settings were 0.09 mbar of the vacuum chamber under the Argon gas situation, with 70 mm working distance between the metal target and the substrate, 25 mA of sputtering current, and 360 seconds of the sputtering time. Under the optimized condition, the thickness of the gold and silver produced was 145 nm, measured by Veeco Dektak prolifer instrumentation.

2.2.3 SERS instrument
SERS spectra were measured by Raman instrumentation (Renishaw InVia) with a 514.5nm green laser and a 50× long working distance objective lens. The scattered light was first passed through a holographic notch filter to get rid of the Rayleigh scattering and then dispersed onto a charge-coupled device (CCD) detector. The spectrum accumulation time is 20 seconds with five accumulations under laser power 25mW.

2.3 Results and discussion

Film over nanosphere substrate optimization

Experiments were performed to optimize the Ag/Au FONs in order to achieve strongest SERS. Silver and gold metal thin films with a deposition time ratio of 1:1 and total thickness about 145 nm were found to be optimum. Figure 2.1 shows the SEM image of the prepared SERS substrate. It demonstrates that Ag/Au substrate is mostly uniform. Experimental treatments were performed extremely carefully because the substrate can become unstable due to extensive treatments and exposure time because of the weakness of the bond between silver and gold and the glass. A self-assembled monolayer of 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) was used as the Raman probe molecule for the following experiments. The chemical structure and the Raman peak assignments are shown in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.2 demonstrates the stability of the FONs. First, the freshly prepared substrate was immobilized in 1mM 4-aminothiophenol solution, and self-assembled monolayer of 4-aminothiophenol were formed on the surface. After that, substrate was washed thoroughly and incubated in D.I. water from 1 hour to 12 hours. As depicted in Figure 2.2, the substrate remains stable within the time scale. The freshly prepared substrate with different sputtering coating times and different ratios of Au and Ag thickness were incubated in the 1 mM 4-ATP in ethanol.
solution for 20 minutes. Then the substrate was washed three times with ethanol to remove the non-specific 4-ATP on the surface. Finally, the substrate was dried in air room temperature before Raman measurements. Based on the previous studies, 300 nm nanosphere was selected for the substrate fabrication under the laser excitation wavelength at 514 nm, while 600 nm nanosphere was found more suitable for substrate fabrication for the 785 nm laser.

Because the total thickness of the metal layer on the surface can affect the Raman enhancement, the total thickness was optimized by changing the sputtering coating time with 60 seconds, 180 seconds, 360 seconds, 420 seconds, and 720 seconds. The corresponding thicknesses are 24nm, 72nm, 145nm, 168nm and 308nm respectively, measured by Veeco Dektak prolifer instrumentation. Clearly, as shown in Figure 2.3, with an increase in the sputter-coating time, Raman intensity tends to increase for a time period up to 360 seconds. The highest Raman signal is therefore achieved when the deposition time equals 360 seconds. The thickness of the gold and silver thin film deposited was 145nm.

In addition, the ratio of Au/Ag deposition thickness can affect the Raman enhancement because it affects the surface characterization. For the sputter-coating system, a linear relationship is expected between the deposition time and the thickness of the metal films. Deposition time ratio of gold to silver layer was tuned to achieve the greatest enhancement. The ratio of the gold to silver was changed from 4:1 to 1:16, as shown in Figure 2.4. It was found that optimized enhancement is achieved when the sputter-coating times are equivalent for gold and silver. An alloy surface with gold and silver is formed during this process for high electromagnetic enhancement, which is responsible for the enhancement of the Raman signal.

**Distance dependence function**
SERS response is distance-dependent as described in the previous chapter. EM effect is the primary enhancement in SERS and because EM field decreases in strength with distance from the surface of the SERS substrate. It is presumed that an analyte could benefit from the enhancement of a SERS-active substrate if it were within a certain distance from a substrate. Theoretical calculations have indicated that the SERs enhancement (G) is related to the distance (d) from the substrate according to the following equation:

\[ G = \left( \frac{r}{r + d} \right)^{10} \]  

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are always of great interest for fabrication of new functional molecules. First of all, SAMs form dense, tightly bonded, and well-ordered monolayers and can provide a straightforward chemical modification environment specific for analytes. Moreover, they can always be used to improve the binding efficiency of large proteins and DNA by patterning and controlling the orientation of large molecules [19-20].

In this study, the optical properties of Au/Ag FON substrate were chemically modified with a series of alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers. The alkanethiol had different chain lengths with formula HOOCCH₃(CH₂)xSH where x equals 6, 8, 10, and 18. For brevity, thiol chemicals are referred to as C6, C8, C10, and C18, respectively. The method used in this work involved self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of straight-chain alkanethiols on FONs substrates. The monolayer acts as a spacer to determine both the distance dependence of SERS and the EM enhancement. Here, 1mM of the alkanethiol was used for the SAM formations. The surface modifications are as illustrated in Figure 2.5 A). The fresh prepared FON substrate was incubated in the 1mM alkanethiol solution in ethanol for 30 minutes. Then the substrate was washed with plenty of distilled water. After drying at room temperature, R6G as the probe
molecule was spin-coated on the top of the self-assembled monolayer to form another monolayer and its Raman intensity was monitored.

The structure of R6G and the Raman peak assignment are shown in Table 2.2. As indicated in Figure 2.5 B), the Raman intensity is decreased with the increasing of carbon chain length in the self-assembled monolayer. According to theoretical equation, the relative Raman intensity have a relationship with the distance \( r \) as \( G = \left[ \frac{a}{(a + r)} \right]^{10} \). By integrating the peaks at 1650 cm\(^{-1}\), the experimental data are shown as blue dots in Figure 2.6 A). The nanostructure features of the FON substrate are hypotheses as the distance \( a \) between two near nanoparticles with thin film depositions, as illustrated in Figure 2.6 B). From the theoretical geometry calculation, the nanosphere feature of the FON substrate is approximately 40 nm. The best fit polynomial relationship is shown by the blue curve and yields the equation \( f(r) = 0.942 - 0.225 r + 0.0433 r^2 \). The series expansion of the theoretical equation \( G = \left[ \frac{a}{(a + r)} \right]^{10} \) is \( G = 1 - 10 \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) + 55 \left( \frac{r^2}{a^2} \right) \), where \( 10/a = 0.225 \), and \( 55/a^2 = 0.433 \). By calculating these two equations, the value of the average size of Raman enhancing nanostructure feature \( a = 40 \pm 5 \) nm for the FON substrates, which is consistent with the theoretical founding.

### 1.4 Conclusion

In summary, Ag/Au film over nanosphere as SERS active substrates were fabricated based on the traditional Ag FONs techniques. By optimizing the film thickness, high enhancement factors were achieved for the biosensor condition. In agreement with previous studies, it was shown that by tuning the nanosphere diameter and the thickness, the nanostructure on the substrate surface can be tuned to suit different laser conditions and chemicals [21-22]. These substrates have great potential to be implemented into SERS-based research.
Figure 2.1 SEM of FONs made with 300nm nanosphere.
Figure 2.2 Stability of the FONs substrate. Raman condition: 514nm excitation laser. 20 seconds accumulation time with laser power 25mW. Inset plot shows Raman spectrum of 4-aminothiophenol before and after 12 hours incubation.
4-Aminothiophenol (4-ATP)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NH}_2 \\
\text{SH}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 2.1 Raman peak assignments of 4-aminothiophenol [24].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber $\nu$(cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Raman peaks assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1077</td>
<td>$\nu$ (C-S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1142</td>
<td>$\delta$ (C-H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1393</td>
<td>$\delta$ (C-H) $+$ $\delta$ (C-C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440</td>
<td>$\delta$ (C-H) $+$ $\delta$ (C-C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1573</td>
<td>$\nu$ (C-C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.3 Optimizing the total metal thickness on FONs under 514nm laser condition, with different thickness. A) Raman signal at different deposition time. B) Integrated signal trend.
Figure 2.4 A) Optimization of the thickness ratio of Au to Ag: 1:1, 1:2, 4:1, 1:2, 1:8, 1:16
B) Corresponding Raman spectrum of 4-ATP.
Rhodamine 6G

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Raman shift of R6G (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>SERS peaks (cm(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1651</td>
<td>(\nu(\text{CC}))</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1569</td>
<td>(\nu(\text{COC}))</td>
<td>1574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1515</td>
<td>(\nu(\text{CC}))</td>
<td>1535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360</td>
<td>(\nu(\text{CC})+\nu(\text{CN}))</td>
<td>1362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328</td>
<td>(\nu(\text{CC})+\nu(\text{CN}))</td>
<td>1313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1198</td>
<td>(\delta(\text{CH}))</td>
<td>1185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>778</td>
<td>(\delta(\text{CH}))</td>
<td>772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>(\delta(\text{CCC}))</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Raman peak assignments of R6G [23].
Figure 2.5 A) Illustration of distance-dependent experiments with different alkanethiols. B) Raman spectra of R6G on the FONs substrate surface with SAM of C6, C8, C10, and C18.
Figure 2.6 A) Relationship between the SERS intensity and length of SAM. B) Geometry model of FONs nanostructure features.
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Chapter 3

Hairpin-DNA probe for human immunodeficiency virus DNA sequence detection using surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

3.1 Introduction

Detection of specific DNA sequences with high selectivity and sensitivity is vital to the future understanding of the human genome project and disease [1]. Many techniques have been developed in the field. These include fluorescence spectroscopy [2] and electrochemical methods [3]. Raman spectroscopy, especially surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), have experienced increasing applications in many fields because of its advantages of very narrow spectral vibrational features characteristic of the investigated samples [4-5]. Following the observation of a high surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) effect for molecules adsorbed on special metallic nanostructured surfaces and nanoparticles; such as Au Ag Cu[6,7], research interests have been focused on two aspects: the active substrate preparation and the practical application. SERS enhancement can reach enhancement factors of $10^{13}$ to $10^{16}$[6, 8]. The technique has been shown great multiplexing ability and has been reported to simultaneously detect several labeled DNA sequences by Mirkin’s group [9].

Microfluidic techniques [10, 11] have recently been developed to perform a variety of biomedical and chemical analyses. Compared with conventional techniques, these techniques
have several advantages: they are easy to operate, require a very small volume sample, and generate very little waste.

In this study, SERS DNA sensors and microfluidic channels were incorporated into one system. The systems showed high sensitivity and reproducibility, and it had the advantages of being easy to handle and economical to operate [12, 13].

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Chemicals

All the reagents were used as received. Mercaptopropionic acid (HSCH₂CH₂ COOH) (MPA) and 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) were purchased from Aldrich. The NaOH and tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane were purchased from Fischer Scientific and polystyrene carboxyl latex nanospheres from Invitrogen company. All DNA strands were obtained from Integrated DNA technologies (IDT) with HPLC purification. The 46 thiol modified hairpin structure ssDNA were received in a disulfide form, protected by a mercaptohexanol group on one end (/5ThioMC6-D/). Before usage, both the thiol-modified hairpin probe strands DNA and the target DNA were suspended in 1xTE buffer (pH 8) which consists of 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA and 1M NaCl for the DNA reaction. All the solutions were prepared using triply distilled water.

3.2.2 SERS substrate fabrication

In this study, film over nanosphere technique was used to prepare substrates [12, 13]. Briefly, as described in the previous chapter, glass cover slides were cleaned by immersion in piranha solution (3:1 concentrated H₂SO₄: 30% H₂O₂) at approximately 80 °C for 1 hour and following treatment with 5:1:1 H₂O: NH₄OH: 30%H₂O₂ solution for 60 minutes. The glass
substrates were rinsed repeatedly with D.I. water and then used immediately. The polystyrene nanospheres suspension was spin coated to form a polystyrene nanosphere mask. After air drying overnight (~12 h), the nanosphere film was sputter coated with a layer of silver and a top layer of gold. In all the DNA experiments, Au/Ag FONs were used freshly after preparation.

3.2.3 DNA sequences and sensor fabrication

Three different oligonucleotides were designed in the system: hairpin probe oligonucleotide, target oligonucleotide, non-complementary oligonucleotide as illustrated in Table 3.1. The probe used was a hairpin structure with 46 base long oligonucleotide as 5’-5ThioMc6/TTTGATCGCCCTTTCCATTTCCATACATATTCTGTTAGCGATCT/3Cy3Sp/-3’. The target oligonucleotide used is 39 base long as 3’-AAACT AGCGG GAAAA GGTAA AGGTA TGTAT AAAGA CAAT-5’. The non-complementary oligonucleotide is 39 base long as 5’-ATTGT CTTTA TTCTT TTCTT TTCTT CTCTC CCCCC TTTT-3’. The self-assembled monolayer of oligonucleotide probes was prepared by transferring 10 μL 10.4 μM hairpin probe solutions (1xTE 1M NaCl buffer, pH=8) onto the newly prepared substrate followed by self-assembling for 10 minutes at room temperature. The gold substrate was then soaked in water for 5 minutes and rinsed repeatedly with water to remove probes that were not adsorbed. Following this step, the substrate with hairpin probe was soaked in 1mM MPA solution for 3 minutes to remove the non-specific hairpin oligonucleotide on the substrate surface. After allowed drying, the SERS studies of oligonucleotide probes were conducted at room temperature. The hybridization of oligonucleotide probes was performed according to the following procedure: the substrate modified with the hairpin probes was immersed into a hybridization buffer 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA and 1M NaCl (pH 8) and was incubated at room temperature for approximately 1 hour. Following hybridization, the substrate was then rinsed thoroughly with water. Thus, the
double stranded (ds) helices were formed on the gold substrate. Finally, the Raman spectrum was conducted to measure the sensor performance.

3.2.4 Microfluidic channel design

The procedures for fabricating poly dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chips were similar to those published previously [11, 12]. Generally, a 1:10 (wt) mixture of PDMS curing agent and prepolymer was mixed thoroughly in a plastic weighing dish. After that, the mixture was poured over the mold into the petri dish, which was then placed in a vacuum desiccator and degassed to remove the air bubbles. The petri dish was then kept in an oven overnight (~12 h) at 70°C. After the chips were cured, they were cut into rectangular shape containing a straight channel and then were peeled off the petri dish. Before applying the PDMS, a silver wire roughed with HNO₃ solution was adhered to the glass slides surface. The glass slides were treated by rinsing with abundant acetone. Then the PDMS containing one microchannel and a glass slide was placed into a plasma system for 45 seconds to allow surface oxidation. Immediately after removal from the plasma cleaner, the PDMS chips were placed on top of the glass slides and sealed together spontaneously. In this procedure, the micro-channel must cross the roughed silver wire as shown in Illustration 3.1. On one end of the channel, a hole of 3 mm in diameter was made through the PDMS as a waste reservoir; on the other end, a syringe with a needle was inserted directly into the micro-channel for fluid control.

3.2.5 SERS instrument

SERS spectra were measured by a Raman microscope system (Renishaw InVia) with a 514.5 nm laser and a 50× long working distance objective lens. The scattered light was passed through a holographic notch filter to eliminate the Rayleigh line. The detector was a charge-
coupled device (CCD) detector. The accumulation time is 20 seconds with five accumulations with laser power 25mW.

3.3 Results and discussions

3.3.1 Principle of the study

Previously, hairpin DNA structures have been widely used as molecular Beacons systems based on the methods of electrochemical and fluorescent detection [2, 3]. In this chapter, a Raman sensor detection that involves a DNA hairpin loop is studied. The DNA hairpin loop has a thiol label molecule at one end and Raman active dye Cy3 at the other end.

Cartoon 3.1 depicted the operating principles of the SERS detection scheme. The substrate for signal enhancement was prepared based on a modification of the film over nanosphere technique. The method is feasible and reproducible. The DNA hairpin probe sequence consists of 46 bp sequence, which contains a sequence section complementary to the target oligonucleotide to be detected, and two stems that have complementary sequences to form a hairpin loop configuration. The hairpin structure is designed such that the Raman active dye is close to the substrate surface when immobilized on the surface, thus giving a strong SERS effect. Then, hybridization with a complementary target DNA opens the hairpin loop and physically separates the Raman label Cy3 from the substrate surface. The Raman enhancement G strongly depends on the distance d, between the Raman label and the substrate surface by \( \frac{(d+r)}{r} \). The hybridization process leads to a strong decrease in the SERS signal [14, 15]. In this study, based on the conformational change, the SERS technique was used to detect the response at room temperature.
3.3.2 Characterization of film over nanosphere (FONs) substrate

Experiments were performed to optimize the Ag/Au FONs in order to achieve the strongest SERS enhancement as described in Chapter 2. The deposition time ratio for the silver and gold metal precursor was 1:1 to give a total film thickness of about 145 nm. The diameter of the polystyrene nanosphere used is about 300 nm. As mentioned in the previous chapter, it can be clearly seen that the surface of the Ag/Au substrates is uniform and exhibits good reproducibility. The substrate must be handled with extreme care during experiments because the weak bonds between the Ag/Au and the glass support make the SERS substrate unstable over time.

3.3.3 Effect of the concentration of the DNA probe and mercaptopropionic acid in mixed self-assembled monolayer

Immobilization efficiency of the hairpin sequence on the surface plays an important role in the detection sensitivity. In this sensor system, surface probe density was also carefully considered. Based on previous study, the immobilization time chosen for the immobilization of probe sequence was 10 minutes in this system. The isothermal absorption processes of hairpin DNA monolayer are illustrated in Figure 3.2. By increasing the concentration of the probe sequence, the SERS intensity increased up to 5 μM. This demonstrates that sensor surface was saturated by the probe sequence at this concentration. In the following work, probe concentration of 10.4μM was used for the sensor fabrication.

Mixed self-assembled monolayer of a thiolated DNA sequence and thiol compounds have been used to control the surface density of immobilized DNA. This also allows the control of the orientation and distribution of the DNA sequence as well as steric effect in conformational
changes [16, 17, and 18]. The effect of the concentration of mercaptopropionic acid was used in this study. With mixed SAM of DNA and mercaptopropionic acid, the sensitivity of the sensor was highly improved, because the mercaptopropionic acid and the DNA sequence are both negatively charged. This provides a hydrophilic condition that controls the orientation and distribution of the hairpin probe sequence. Based on five experiments under the same condition, the SERS signal change ratio remained relatively constant upon changing the concentration of MPA from 0.1 mM-100 mM, as shown in Figure 3.3. It is estimated that nonspecific adsorption of the hairpin probe is very low when the DNA concentration is 10.4 μM and the immobilization time is 10 minutes. This concentration does not affect the efficiency of the surface density of the DNA probe.

3.3.4 Response and regeneration performance of the sensor

Figure 3.4 shows the SERS spectra of the DNA hairpin on the SERS substrate introducing the target sequence. In the absence of the target, its conformation is maintained, keeping the Cy3 in close proximity to the surface of the substrate. A strong SERS signal from the Cy3 is observed with typical Raman bands appearing in the region from 1000 cm$^{-1}$ to 1800 cm$^{-1}$ as shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.1.

Upon the addition of the target of the same concentration, hybridization occurs resulting in the disruption of the hairpin structure. The Cy3 molecule becomes physically separated from the substrate, resulting in the SERS signal being significantly reduced. In this study, there was an average decrease of 65% of the SERS signals in the 1471 cm$^{-1}$ peak. To demonstrate the reproducibility of the sensors, the spot-to-spot relative standard deviations for at least 10 experiments in each sensor were found to be within 8% either before or after the introducing of
the target. This indicates that although the SERS signal on the substrate is not uniform, the reproducibility is still acceptable. These findings suggested that quantitative detection could be achieved by using the developed SERS-based DNA sensor.

The selectivity of the sensor was studied using a non-complementary DNA sequence. As shown in Figure 3.5, a detectable SERS signal is observed from control DNA experiment that had a non-complementary sequence to the hairpin probe. Because non-complementary sequence cannot disturb the configuration of the probe, there was no significant change of the SERS signal. From the t-test, the P value between the SERS of hairpin DNA monolayer and the buffer control is 0.9854, which indicate no difference. No difference is found between the hairpin and the non-complementary target with the P value 0.5793.

In order to reduce cost, it is always desirable to construct reusable sensors. One method to achieve this is to dissociate the DNA double strand by thermal or chemical methods so as to regenerate the sensor. In this work, the hybridized DNA was regenerated by soaking and washing with copious of 5M NaOH solution. Figure 3.4 shows how the activity of the sensor was recovered after the washing step. SERS responses were found to reproduce easily with signal recovery of 95%.

3.3.5 Detection of the Target sequence

Under optimized conditions, the quantitative aspect of SERS sensor was further investigated to detect target sequence in a 1xTE buffer. As shown in Figure 3.6 A, a series of measurements was carried out. The concentration of the hairpin probe was kept constant at 10.4 μM and the concentration of the target sequence varied from 0.01 to 18.5 μM in all measurements. As shown in Figure 3.6A, SERS intensity decreases with increasing target sequence.
concentration. This is consistent with the principles of sensor response with the conformation change. The decrease of the signal with increasing of target concentration confirmed that more hairpin structures were opened up to separate the Cy3 from the substrate during the hybridization process. In further analysis of the sensing process, it was found that there is a relationship between the signal response and the target DNA concentrations, which can be applied in quantitative study shown in Figure 6B. This relationship can be explained by the DNA binding kinetics. When the concentration is low, the target DNA is captured easily by the hairpin probe. However, at higher concentrations, the surface becomes saturated, leaving little room for the target DNA. Moreover, as the target DNA hybridizes to the hairpin probe, the surface becomes densely packed and negatively charged, resulting in steric hindrance and electrostatic repulsion that tend to prevent further hybridization. Therefore, in order to improve the detection sensitivity, the hybridization kinetics must be improved.

3.3.6 Microfluidic channel experiment

To miniaturize the application and make it more convenient, a microfluidic system was designed specifically for the Raman sensor. For the microchip experiments, the chip was mounted on the stage of the Raman microscope and measurements were made in situ. Compared with the data from FONs substrate, the microfluidic chip greatly improves the convenience of the system due to less disturbances of the system from the outside environment. As illustrated in Figure 3.7 A), the sensor shows good response with SERS signal changes before and after the incubation with the target molecules. The microfluidic based sensor system can be regenerated by using chemical de-hybridization method (5mM NaOH solution). Additionally, based on 3 different experiments with 3 microfluidic chips, good selectivity against non-complementary DNA sequences are found as shown in Figure 3.7 B). The calibration curve of the microfluidic
systems are shown in Figure 3.8. A similar trend of the sensor response was achieved. However, in the microfluidic system, because roughen silver surfaces have lower Raman enhancement comparing with the FONs substrates, the sensitivity of the sensor system remains a challenge to further studies. The combinations of microfluidic chips with SERS-active substrates in the SERS techniques can therefore be used in various SERS measurements to further improve the sensitivity.

### 3.4 Conclusion

In summary, a DNA biosensor based on the conformational change of the DNA sequence before and after the hybridization process has been developed. The DNA sensor includes a hairpin structure probe DNA labeled with a Raman reporter, and a free labeled target DNA. The calibration curve with different concentration of target sequence was constructed indicating a SERS signal change of up to 70% upon hybridization. To miniaturize the system, a microfluidic channel was designed. More studies need to be conducted to improve the sensitivity of the sensor. In addition, because SERS is a potential technique for multiplexing, a multiplexing system to simultaneously detect several different DNA sequences will be investigated. Optimization of the substrate and Raman measurement conditions should be considered to improve the sensitivity of the biosensor.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequences (5’-3’)</th>
<th>5’Modification</th>
<th>3’Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probe DNA</td>
<td>TTTGATCGCCCTTTTCCATTT CCATACATATTTCTGTAGCG ATCT</td>
<td>Mercaptohexanol</td>
<td>Cy3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target DNA</td>
<td>TAACAGAAATATGTATGGAA ATGGAAAAGGGCGATCAAA</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non complementary</td>
<td>TAACAGAAATAAAAATGGAA AAGGAAAAGGGCGATCAAA</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 Oligonucleotide sequences and modification information.
Illustration 3.1 Principle of sensor response.

- $\text{=Cy3}$
- $\text{= (MPA) Mercaptopropionic acid}$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raman shift (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1587</td>
<td>(\delta(C=C)+\nu(C\text{-}C))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1470</td>
<td>(\nu(C\text{-}C))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409</td>
<td>(\delta(C\text{-}H))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1394</td>
<td>(\delta(C\text{-}N))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1311</td>
<td>(\delta(C\text{-}H))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1196</td>
<td>(\nu(C\text{-}C)+\delta(C\text{-}N))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 Cy3 Raman peak assignments [20].
Figure 3.1 Raman spectrum of Cy3 and peaks assignment. Gray curve is from literature (Reprinted from Ref 19) and red curve is obtained from the sensor system. Raman condition: 514 nm laser, 20 seconds accumulation time.
Figure 3.2 Hairpin DNA monolayer isothermal absorption process. SERS of DNA probe on the FONs surface with concentration change from bottom to top: 1.3µM, 2.6µM, 5.2µM, 10.4µM, 20.8µM.
Figure 3.3 MPA concentration effect.
Figure 3.4 SERS response before and after introducing DNA target. The concentration of DNA probe is 10.4 µM and the concentration of target 18.5 µM.
Figure 3.5 SERS response and control experiments. SERS relative signal after DNA probe modified on FONs surface, buffer solution incubation, non-complementary DNA incubation, and complementary DNA incubation (based on 10 experiments).
Figure 3.6 Calibration curve A) SERS response with adding target concentration (from top to bottom) 0.01µM, 0.1 µM, 0.5µM, 5µM, 18.5µM. B) SERS response by using peak position 1470 cm⁻¹.
Picture 3.1 Microfluidic chip designed for DNA sensor with Raman measurement.
Figure 3.7 SERS response and control experiments in the microfluidic system. A) Sensor responses. B) Control experiments, hairpin SAM, non-complementary DNA incubation, and complementary DNA incubation.
Figure 3.8 A) Calibration curve, SERS response with adding target concentration (from top to bottom) 0.01µM, 0.1 µM, 0.5µM, 5µM, 18.5µM. B) SERS response by using peak position 1470 cm\(^{-1}\).
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Chapter 4
Hybrid materials for supercapacitor application

4.1 Introduction

Hybrid supercapacitors have recently received attention because of their combined advantages of electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs) and pseudocapacitors. Through Faradaic and non-Faradaic processes of storing energy, hybrid supercapacitors can reach higher power and energy densities than supercapacitors without losing cyclability and affordability [1]. Recent research has mainly focused on two different kinds of composite materials: carbon materials integrated with conducting polymers, and carbon materials integrated with metal oxide to take advantage of both physical and chemical charge storage mechanisms together in a single electrode [2-3]. On one hand, the carbon based materials have a large surface area which could improve the contact efficiency between the deposition materials and the solutions [4-8]. On the other hand, the metal oxide materials enable further improvement of the hybrid electrode through the redox reactions [6].

For electrolytic supercapacitors, Mn$_3$O$_4$ is a promising electrode material because of its abundance, low cost, environmental compatibility, and naturally high energy storage capacity [6, 9, 10]. However, Mn$_3$O$_4$ has poor electronic conductivity. It also has limitations of low surface areas and relatively small specific capacitance. On the contrary, carbon materials are both light weighted and electronically conductive with relatively large surface area. Therefore, by combining Mn$_3$O$_4$ into composites with carbon materials, the conductivity of the composite will be greatly enhanced without losing the capacitance [11]. Many fabrication methods have been
published regarding the preparation of hybrid metal oxides for energy storage. For example, solid state reactions have been utilized in the process of thermal decomposition of the respective metal salts. Physical methods have been used, whereby metal oxide salts are mixed mechanically in a process called ball milling [12-15]. Electrochemical deposition methods have become popular because they can overcome the problems of other fabrication processes such as non-uniformity and insufficient contact. Electrochemical cathodic and anodic depositions have been achieved by using corresponding metal salt in the solution [14-17]. However, improvement of the deposition process must be carefully considered in order to maintain the physical and thermal stability of the materials.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Chemicals

Commercial purity MnCl$_2$·4H$_2$O and polyethylenimine (PEI, Mw = 70,000) were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. In addition, 5mM MnCl$_2$ solutions containing 0.4–0.8 g/l PEI in the ethanol–water (5vol % water) solvent were prepared and used for electro-deposition. The solution of MnCl$_2$ was turned brown after the addition of PEI. Cathodic deposits were obtained on working electrode (50 mm×50 mm×0.1 mm) by the galvanostatic method at a current density of 1 mA/cm$^2$. The deposition time was varied in the range of up to 1 hour. Cathodic deposition method is used in our study to avoid anodic dissolution of the substrates during electro-deposition.

4.2.2 Characterization

Raman spectroscopy, X-rays diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to characterize the morphologies, structures, and chemical composition of the electrode surface.
Raman measurements were performed using the 514 nm laser (20 mW) from an air-cooled argon ion laser (Spectra-Physics Lasers, Inc.) as the excitation source. Raman spectra were collected and analyzed using a Renishaw InVia Raman microscope system.

4.2.3 Electrochemical test and specific capacitance calculation

All electrochemical measurements were carried out at room temperature using a three-electrode set-up. The reference electrode was Ag/AgCl (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.), and the counter electrode was Pt gauze. The deposition was studied by weighing the substrates before and after deposition experiments followed by air drying at room temperature for 24 hours.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were carried out in a 0.5 M KOH solution from 0mV to 800mV at different scan rate. The Specific capacitance (SC) was calculated by first integrating the area in the CV plot to obtain the charge (Q), and then dividing the charge by the mass of the electrode \( m \) and the width of the potential window \( \Delta V \) as indicated in Equation (1):

\[
CS = \frac{Q}{m\Delta V} \tag{1}
\]

Charging and discharging cycles were performed using three-electrode set up, with Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode. Galvanostatic charge and discharge cycling in the potential range of 0–0.6V was performed at a constant current density. The charge and discharge curves obtained were used for the calculation of SC from Equation (2).

\[
CS = \frac{I}{(\frac{dV}{dt})m} \tag{2}
\]

where \( \frac{dV}{dt} \) is the slope of the linear discharge curve and \( I \) is the discharging current.
4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} deposition rates studies

As described above, the cathodic deposition method was used in the study to avoid anodic dissolution of the substrates during the electro-deposition process. The weight of the material deposited as a function of deposition time was studied in 5 mM MnCl\textsubscript{2} solutions, containing 0.4 g/l PEI. Figure 4.1 indicates that the weight of the deposit increases with deposition time at a constant deposition current density. The increase in the weight of deposit was basically linear, demonstrating a constant rate of the cathodic deposition. The use of the PEI, which has natural binding property, allows the formation of adherent and relatively thick oxide films with little or no cracks [18].

As described in previous reports, the mechanism of the cathodic deposition is based on the formation of the PEI-Mn\textsuperscript{2+} complexes in the solution, followed by the deposition of the oxidized Mn [18,19]. The color change before and after adding the PEI solution indicated the successful formation of the complex in the system.

4.3.2 Hybrid materials characterizations

Two kinds of material were used in this study: stainless steel fiber (ss) and carbon fiber. After deposition of Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}, the hybrid materials were characterized using Raman spectroscopy with 514 nm laser. As shown in the Raman spectrum Figure 4.2, a typical peak at 650 wavelength number reflects the formation of Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} on electrode surface of stainless steel mesh.

Similarly, Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} characterization for the carbon mesh with the same parameters is shown in Figure 4.3. The graph shows typical peaks from the carbon materials (at 1598 and 1339 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) and the one at 635 wavelength number specifically from the Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} deposition. Those
results illustrate the successful deposition of the Mn$_3$O$_4$ on both stainless steel mesh material and carbon fiber material.

Both of the hybrid materials were further studied using XRD. To avoid the background noise from the carbon fiber and stainless steel fiber, Mn$_3$O$_4$ was prepared to cover the whole surface. Deposition solution was 5 mM MnCl$_2$, containing 0.4 g/l PEI. The deposition time was 50 minutes. Under these conditions approximately 0.9 mg were deposited on the surface of 1 cm$^2$ carbon fibers. In order to achieve accurate spectrums, the hybrid materials (Mn$_3$O$_4$/stainless steel and Mn$_3$O$_4$/carbon fiber) were freshly prepared and dried under air for 24 hours. X-ray diffusion studies of the fresh deposits prepared from the 5 mM MnCl$_2$ solution containing 0.4 g/l PEI show broad peaks in the XRD spectrum, which indicate successful deposition of the Mn$_3$O$_4$. The broad peaks are a result of the amorphous nature as shown in the Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.

SEM was used to study the deposition condition before and after the Mn$_3$O$_4$ deposition. Figure 4.6 shows the stainless steel fiber material, and Figure 4.7 shows the Mn$_3$O$_4$/Stainless steel hybrid material. The difference before and after the Mn$_3$O$_4$ deposition can be understood from the surface structure. Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the carbon fiber material before and after the Mn$_3$O$_4$ deposition. Clearly, deposition not only forms on the surface of the material electrode but also shows uniformity within the material, which suggests good contact of the Mn$_3$O$_4$ with carbon fiber and stainless steel fiber.

4.3.3 Electrochemical tests

Cyclic voltammetric (CV) studies of both hybrid materials are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Figure 10 represents the CV from the Mn$_3$O$_4$/ss hybrid materials, and Figure 11 represents the CV for Mn$_3$O$_4$/Carbon fiber materials. Both hybrid materials were prepared with an area of 1 cm x 1 cm and used as the working electrode. The capacitive responses were
measured in the potential window of 0–0.8 V versus Ag/AgCl at different scan rates. As illustrated in Figure 11 A and Figure 12 A, there are no re-dox peaks in the range between 0 and 0.8 V and typical CV curves obtained at different scan rates show a roughly rectangular shape with respect to the zero-current line, which indicates that the composite electrode exhibits a capacitive behavior.

SCs are calculated using Equation (1). Figures 4.10 B and 4.11 B show the results of specific capacitance at different scan rates for the composite electrodes. As shown in the figures, the specific capacitance decreased with the increasing scan rate due to limitation in the diffusion of the electrolyte. The highest specific capacitance of 544 F/g was achieved for Mn$_3$O$_4$/stainless steel fiber and 562 F/g for Mn$_3$O$_4$/carbon fiber, respectively. The results show that the hybrid materials have good performance relative to other hybrid materials reported.

Charge–discharge behaviors for the composite electrodes were obtained at two different current densities as depicted in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. The SC calculated from Equation (2) is 366 F/g, which is consistent with the average calculation form the CV plot using equation (1). The average SC value calculated from the CVs of the Mn$_3$O$_4$/Carbon fiber was found to be 452 F/g which is close to the specific capacitance of 428F/g for charging and discharging measurement.

4.4 Conclusion

In summary, two types of hybrid material were fabricated using cathodic deposition of Mn$_3$O$_4$ and both showed good supercapacitor performance. A comparison between the stainless steel fiber and carbon fiber shows the carbon fiber exhibits better capacitive activity. By controlling the deposition time, higher capacitances can be achieved. In addition, the cathodic method has the advantage of avoiding dissolution of the Mn$_3$O$_4$[20-21]. It is believed that the
cathodic deposition method can be used to improve the duration of the supercapacitor. However, more detailed studies are needed for the practical application of the materials. This includes better control of the fabrication process. In addition, the thermal stability (TGA) and cycle duration also need to be studied to better understand the supercapacitor performance.
Figure 4.1 Deposit weight Vs deposition time for the cathodic deposits, prepared with the 5mM MnCl$_2$ solution containing 0.4 g/l PEI at a current density of 1 mA/cm$^2$. 
Figure 4.2 Raman spectrum of Mn₃O₄ deposition on the stainless steel fiber surface. Raman measurement condition: 514nm excitation laser and 10 seconds accumulation time.
Figure 4.3 Raman spectrum of Mn$_3$O$_4$ deposition on the carbon fiber material, bottom one is the blank carbon fiber, the top one is the fiber after the deposition. Raman measurement condition: 514 nm excitation and 5 accumulations with 20 second per accumulation.
Figure 4.4 XRD spectrum of Mn$_3$O$_4$ / stainless steel fiber hybrid materials.

Figure 4.5 XRD spectrum of Mn$_3$O$_4$ and carbon fiber hybrid material.
Figure 4.6 SEM of the stainless steel mesh material without Mn₃O₄ deposition.
Figure 4.7 SEM of Mn₃O₄/Stainless steel hybrid material.
Figure 4.8 SEM of carbon fiber electrode before deposition.
Figure 4.9 SEM of the carbon fiber material with the Mn$_3$O$_4$ deposition.
Figure 4.10 CV measurements of the hybrid materials Mn$_3$O$_4$ on carbon fiber electrode.
Figure 4.11 CV study of stainless steel mesh before Mn$_3$O$_4$ deposition (Blank curve). CV study of hybrid material Mn$_3$O$_4$/stainless steel fiber with different scan rates.
Figure 4.12 Charging and discharging of Mn₃O₄/stainless steel fiber electrode, A) current density 1A/g, and B) 2A/g.
Figure 4.13 Charging and discharging of the hybrid material Mn$_3$O$_4$/Carbon fiber with current density A) 5A/g, and B) 2A/g.
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Chapter 5

5.1 Capacitance study of DNA SAM on gold surface

5.1.1 Introduction

DNA arrays are of great importance for DNA sensor and sequencing applications. Characterization of DNA molecules on substrate surface is essential for the improvement of these techniques. DNA molecules are often functionalized with alkyl thiols to enable immobilization on metal surface. The significance of the alkyl chain length on the immobilization density, intermolecular atmosphere, and geometry of the monomolecular assemblies has attracted particular scientific attention. It is widely accepted that methyl-terminated, long-chain n-alkanethiols can form a dense and well-ordered monolayer on gold electrodes [1]. The well-ordered SAM are based on the relatively high stability mediated by the strength of the Au-S (~50 kcal mol$^{-1}$) bond and by van der Waals force (~1–2 kcal mol$^{-1}$ per CH$_2$ between hydrocarbon chains as reported) [2-3]. These monolayers are relatively stable under ambient conditions. Several studies have been performed concerning the characterization and manipulation of SAMs, among them SAMs of n-alkanethiols are most thoroughly studied.

In sensor applications, self-assembled monolayers of Mercaptohexanol are utilized to reduce the nonspecific sequences so that well-ordered monolayers can be formed and the background interference is reduced. In previous ECPA sensor studies, there has been a problem of large background noise of the signal. In order to reduce the background noise and thus to improve the sensitivity of the system, it is critical to obtain a more detailed understanding of the
structure-function relationship of surface-immobilized DNA. In this study, self-assembled monolayer of n-alkanethiols on gold electrode was utilized to extract information of DNA self-assembled monolayer. Electrochemical methods were used to characterize this system.

5.1.2 Experimental

Self-Assembly of monolayers on gold surface

The n-alkanethiols and DNA SAM assemblies were spontaneously prepared by immersing clean gold electrodes into diluted 1 mM n-alkanethiols or DNA solutions for 2 hours. Then modified electrodes were rinsed with plenty of distilled H$_2$O and dried with N$_2$. The chemicals used in the studies include hexanethiol(C6), octanethiol (C8), decanethiol (C10), octadecanethiol (C18), mercaptohexanol (MCH) and DNA sequence.

Electrochemical Measurements

All the cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out with a three-electrode set up. The reference electrode was Ag/AgCl (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.), the counter electrode was Pt gauze and working electrode was gold with diameter of 1.6 mm. The electrochemical circuit was controlled using an Epsilon electrochemistry workstation (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.).

5.1.3 Results and discussion

Based on previous studies, well-ordered SAM was formed on a gold electrode by controlling the concentration of the solution and the incubation time. Differential capacitance rises with a decreasing separation between the electrode surface and the plane of closest approach for ionic charges. It also increases with increasing dielectric constant of the intervening medium in the electrochemical double layer system [4]. The capacitance depends on the capacitive current, the scan rate, and the electrode area as shown in Equation (1) below. Figure 5.1.1 displays the calculated capacitances of different monolayers assembled on the gold
electrode at different scan rates (10 mv/sec, 20 mv/sec, 50 mv/sec, 100 mv/sec, and 200 mv/sec). The top curve in the plot illustrates the capacitance of bare gold electrode. The capacitance depends on the capacitive current, scan rate, and electrode area, as shown in Equation (1).

\[ I = 2cv \quad (1) \]

As with a capacitor, the capacitance of the electrode decreases with the increasing scan rate. The capacitance of different assembled monolayer depends on the length of the molecule, and decreases with increasing length of the SAM on the surface. The capacitive current at n-alkanethiols covered Au electrode less than that of bare gold by a factor of 20. The behavior of these electrodes is in agreement with the Helmholtz theory for the EDL [5], which models the theory of electrochemical interface as an ideal capacitor.

The Helmholtz theory models the double layer as an ideal capacitor as described in the first chapter [6]. The reciprocal of the capacitance is related with the thickness of the dielectric medium as shown in Equation (2) below:

\[ C^{-1} = \frac{d}{\varepsilon \varepsilon_0} \quad (2) \]

where \( d \) is the thickness of the dielectric medium that separates the two conducting plates, \( \varepsilon \) is the dielectric constant of the separation medium, and \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permeativity of free space. The equation shows that the capacitance is directly proportional to \( \varepsilon \) and inversely proportional to \( d \). Although there are some constraints of the theory such as the electrolyte and applied potential, the behavior of these SAM-modified electrodes is consistent with that predicted by the Helmholtz theory. As plotted in Figure 5.1.2, there is a linear relationship between the reciprocal of the capacitance of alkanethiols assembled electrodes and the thickness of the dielectric separated by the different alkanethiols’ length with a slope of \( 1/\varepsilon \varepsilon_0 \). By linear fitting of the data, the relationship between the slope and intercept was obtained. From the average slope of the line,
\( \varepsilon \) can be calculated. The calculated value of the dielectric constant was found to be 2.1, which is close to the reported values [7]. This result indicated that these self-assembling monolayers can act as a dielectric medium in a capacitor.

The behavior of the mercaptohexanol (MCH) and thiolated DNA sequence assembled electrodes was also studied and the result is shown in Figure 5.1.3. The mercaptohexanol shows similar capacitance behavior due to their similar structures. However, with an additional -OH group on one end, mercaptohexanol has a smaller capacitance than hexanethiol. This difference can be explained by the fact that the hydrophobic property of the –OH on the electrode surface facilitates for the electron transfer and accordingly, which in turn reduces the thickness of the dielectric double layer, resulting in a smaller capacitance.

Finally, as shown in Figure 5.1.3, a thiolated DNA sequence with a much longer length showed comparable capacitance to both decanethiol and octadecanethiol. This can be explained by the fact that DNA sequence is negatively charged, making it easy for the positively charged electrolyte ions to penetrate the SAM and reside closer to the gold surface, which can reduce the effective distance \( (d_{\text{eff}}) \) and thereby reducing the capacitance as described in Figure 5.1.4. The capacitances of these modified gold electrodes are summarized in Table 5.1.1. Comparing with previous reported numbers, these capacitances show comparable numbers but a little bit higher capacitances due to different electrolytes.

The capacitance of DNA SAM on electrode surface was studied. However, in order to improve the sensor, a detailed characterization of structure-function relationship of the surface-immobilized DNA is needed.
Figure 5.1.1 Calculated capacitance of different monolayer assembled gold electrode at different scan rates (10mV/sec, 20mV/sec, 50mV/sec, 100mV/sec, and 200mV/sec). Top one is the bare gold electrode.
Figure 5.1.2 Linear relationship between reciprocal of the capacitance of different alkanethiols assembled electrodes with the space length separated by alkanethiols self-assembled monolayer.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-assembled monolayer</th>
<th>Capacitance (F/cm²) (This work)</th>
<th>Reported numbers (Ref below)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hexanethiol (C6)</td>
<td>9. x 10⁻⁶ (NaClO₄)</td>
<td>(2.5-3.5) x 10⁻⁶ (NaOH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octanethiol (C8)</td>
<td>7.41 x 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>2.2x 10⁻⁶ (NaCl+PBS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decanethiol (C10)</td>
<td>6.39 x 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>1.7x 10⁻⁶ (NaCl+PBS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octadecanethiol (C18)</td>
<td>3.4 x 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>1x 10⁻⁶ (NaCl+PBS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercaptohexanol (MCH)</td>
<td>1.1x 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>(4.9-6) x 10⁻⁶ (PBS buffer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>5.77x 10⁻⁶ (36 bp)</td>
<td>~2.5 x 10⁻⁶ (15 bp) (PBS buffer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1.1 Capacitances of self-assembled monolayer modified electrodes in this work and reported numbers [38-40].
Figure 5.1.3 The relationship between the capacitance of different alkanethiols, mercaptohexanol and thiolated-DNA assembled electrodes with the space length separated by those self-assembled monolayer. All of them are represented by five different scan rates.
Figure 5.1.4 Helmholtz model of DNA and alkanethiol SAM modified gold electrodes.
5.2 Fast, reusable and sensitive electrochemical proximity assay for protein detections

(Collaboration work with Jiaming Hu from Dr. Easely’s group)

5.2.1 Introduction

Early medical diagnosis of critical health changes enables the prevention of death and ensures appropriate and timely care and treatment to patients [1-4]. Highly sensitive detection and accurate analysis of disease-associated proteins are required for early diagnosis [5-7]. Current standard detection methods such as Western blots and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) are usually slow and cumbersome. These laboratory-bound processes require at least several hours or days to obtain the clinical information [6]. Point-of-care analysis could overcome these drawbacks and speed treatment processes, and thus improve patient treatment outcomes [2, 7-11]. As a promising technology, point-of-care analysis can highly improve the early diagnosis and on-site monitoring of disease by offering useful information to doctors and clinics [12-13]. Moreover, point-of-care technology can be used in poorly equipped testing laboratories without the need of specialists. This will ensure diagnosis within a short period of time and at low cost [14-15]. However, certain challenges must be overcome concerning the laboratory sensor development for point-of-care application [16, 17]. First of all, the biosensor must be very selective in order to reject false signals. Secondly, it must operate incessantly without batch process steps, such as separations. Thirdly, it must be fast and highly sensitive. In addition, the sensors must be reusable since reusability is a very important factor that could greatly reduce the cost of the product.
A lot of studies have been carried out to develop point-of-care devices. These include optical, electrochemical, piezoelectric, thermal or electrical methods [18-22]. With the development of biosensing techniques, DNA-based electrochemical sensors have become more promising towards point-of-care application due to their rapidity, and low-cost on-field detection. They are particularly suitable for miniaturized devices, and for application in chemically complex environments, such as blood serum [23-24]. Various designs for such sensors have been published. These include electrochemical DNA (E-DNA), traditional sandwich/supersandwich assays, competition-type assays, electrochemical aptamer-based sensors (E-AB), double-antibody sandwich assays, and aptamer-based sandwich assays [25-29]. Generally, DNA-based electrochemical sensors are fabricated by labeling an electro-active reporter on one end of the DNA sequence which can undergo redox reactions on the electrode surface, thus inducing electrochemical signal change. The principles could be based on target-induced strand displacement mechanism, analyte-induced conformational change, or combination with sandwich and competition assays, by forcing redox-labeled DNA into the proximity of the electrode surface [26].

Motivated by the point-of-care application, the first generation of electrochemical proximity assay (ECPA) was successfully developed by Hu et al. for detection of proteins [30]. This sensor uses the proximity effect to move an electrochemically active label, methylene blue (MB), closer to a gold electrode upon binding of two probes to a protein target. The technique exhibits very high sensitivity and selectivity [31]. By combining the double-antibody-oligo sandwich assay and the aptamer-based sandwich assays with DNA-based electrochemical sensor, ECPA provides a direct insulin detection limit that is lower than most commercially available ELISAs, with a dynamic range >40-fold wider than these ELISAs. Because of its intrinsic
flexibility, ECPA has the potential to detect various proteins. It can be further developed to allow multiplexing detection using an electrochemical microarray. In addition, because of the high sensitivity and selectivity, it is very promising for point-of-care applications. However, in the work of Hu et al., the ECPA sensor is not reusable, and long detection times are required to avoid the background interference.

One common way to make a reusable biosensor assay is to rinse the device with water after use [26, 33, 34]; However, this reusable method has some deficiencies. First of all, it is only useful for dsDNA with little base-pairs. If two DNA strands have more complementary bases, forming hairpin structure or creating complex structures by proximity effect of three or more DNA strands binding together, the sensors cannot be regenerated by simple rinsing. Secondly, water rinse can cause signal decrease. However, signal decrease is not sufficient to prove the sensor is regenerated, because the dsDNA sequence may not be denatured and target molecules may still remain attached on the surface.

To overcome all these problems, a new regeneration method was accomplished in this study by incorporating uracils into selected probe strands that can be cleaved enzymatically. These strands can be cleaved into short DNA pieces (< 6 oligonucleotides) by Uracil-DNA excision mix that can easily diffuse into liquid solutions at 37 °C, or even at RT. Also, in order to achieve direct detection of unprocessed samples such as animal blood, which is required for applied products, ECPA sensor cyclic assembling methods were optimized. Several developments were accomplished in this study. For instance, by using the Uracil sequence design along with Uracil enzyme, the ECPA system was regenerated about 20 times with excellent signal recovery and selectivity. Moreover, the sensor exhibits a faster detection time window of three minutes at body temperature. Co-immobilization of the thiolated DNA probe with a back-
filler (mercaptohexanol [MCH] used in our system) was employed to reduce the background noise. Based on these developments, a fast, sensitive and reusable ECPA sensor was successfully developed and higher sensitivity for insulin detection was accomplished. Insulin detection from pancreatic islets and direct detection of insulin from mouse blood serum are realized.

5.2.2 Experimental

Chemicals and Oligonucleotides

Methylene blue-conjugated DNA (MB-DNA) was purchased from Biosearch Technologies (Novato, CA), purified by RPHPLC. Other DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT; Coralville, Iowa). Additionally, 6-mercaptohexanol (97%), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazinethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) (99.5%), tris-(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), human thrombin, immunoglobulin E (IgE), and insulin were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Bovine serum albumin (BSA, 98%; EMD Chemicals Inc) were used as received. HEPES/NaClO₄ buffer (10 mM HEPES and 0.5 M NaClO₄, pH 7.0) was prepared for all the solutions using deionized, ultra-filtered water (Fisher Scientific). Table 5.1 shows all the oligonucleotides (listed 5’ to 3’) used in the study.

Sensor fabrication

Gold electrodes were cleaned before use according to the following procedure. First, the electrode was immersed into fresh piranha solution (H₂SO₄/H₂O₂, 3:1 Vol) for 30 minutes, then rinsed with D. I. water and ethanol, and dried under a stream of nitrogen gas. Next, the electrode was polished carefully to a mirror surface with aqueous alumina slurry of 0.05 μm diameter and then sonicated for 15 minutes in the mixture solution of ethanol and water. After that, the gold
The electrode was treated with fresh piranha solution for another 20 minutes. Finally, the gold electrode was electrochemically cleaned by redox process of cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M H$_2$SO$_4$ at a scan rate of 100mv/sec for 12 cycles.

Uracil-DNA Excision Mix is used for restoring the system. Uracil-DNA Excision Mix consists of two enzymes, HK$^{\text{TM}}$-UNG (Heat-Killable Uracil N-Glycosylase [UNG]) and Endonuclease IV. First, HK-UNG can cleave the uracil base from a uracil-deoxynucleotide in any DNA sequences, creating an abasic spot at the location of dUTP incorporation. Endonuclease IV then cleaves the phosphodiester bond at this abasic location to generate a series of digestion fragments.

Prior to the modification of the electrode, thiolated-DNA was incubated in TCPE for 2 hours at room temperature to allow reduction of disulfide bonds in the thiolated-DNA and the MB-moieity of the MB-DNA. The solution was then diluted to a final concentration of 1 μM to prepare the self-assembled-DNA monolayer. This was done by incubating a gold electrode in the solution overnight ~16 hours at room temperature in the dark. After incubation, excess thiolated-DNA physically adsorbed on the electrode surface was removed with deionized water rinse (~20 s). After that, the electrode was immersed into 3 mM 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) solution in HEPEs buffer for 40 minutes, followed by rinsing thoroughly with water (~1 minute). For the non-cyclic assembling process, the DNA-modified electrode was transferred into solution with either antibody-oligo or aptamer sequences with MB-DNA for SWV measurement. For the cyclic assembling process, the pretreated electrode was incubated with 1μM 10μL thrombin aptamer A or insulin antibody arm 1 for 3 minutes, then rinsed with washing buffer. After that, the electrode was incubated in thrombin or insulin solution for 3 minutes, followed by drop incubation with 1μM, 10μL thrombin aptamer B or insulin antibody arm 2 for 3 minutes. The
electrodes were rinsed by washing buffer between the assembling. After the measurement, the electrode was incubated into 1µL Uracil-DNA excision mix for 7 minutes under 37 °C for regeneration. Detailed fabrication processes are described below.

In the model system experiments, the pre-modified electrode was transferred into a glass electrochemical cell with HEPES/NaClO₄ buffer. The modeling signal of the sensor was measured using 10 nM ECPA-loop and 15 nM MB- DNA. Solutions of 15 nM MB-DNA were used for the background detection. In the Aptamer-Based reusable ECPA System, seven gold working electrodes were used for signal measurement. Thrombin of seven different concentrations was incubated with 10 nM thrombin aptamer A and 15 nM thrombin aptamer B in HEPES/NaClO₄ buffer for the SWV measurements. After measurement, each sensor was regenerated by incubating in enzyme solution for 7 minutes at 37 °C. The enzyme solution was prepared with 2 unit uracil DNA excision mix in 100 µl uracil excision enzyme buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH=9.0), 10 mM EDTA and 20 mM (NH₄)2SO₄). Then the enzyme solution and cleaved DNA fragments on electrode surface were removed by flushing with D.I. water for about 30 seconds. Finally, the electrodes were dried under N₂ gas. The sensor was then ready for measurements.

The detections of insulin secretions from pancreatic islets using antibody-oligonucleotide conjugates were performed using the cyclic approach. First, the sensor was incubated with 50 nM DNA conjugated antibody 1(AbArm1–3A6) for 3 minutes by dropping 10 µL solution on the sensor surface. After that, the electrodes were washed gently with washing buffer (HEPES/NaClO₄ PH=7) for 15 seconds. Next, the sensor was transferred to pancreatic islets solution kept at 37 °C by temperature controlled heat block for 3 minutes following with rinsing with washing buffer. After that, 50 nM Ab2 (DNA conjugated antibody 2: AbArm2–8E2) was
drop coated on the gold surface for another 3 minutes. Finally, the electrode was transferred to solution for electrochemical measurements.

**Electrochemical Measurements**

Electrochemical measurements were performed using a Gamry reference 600 potentiostat with a standard three electrode setup consisting of a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Bioanalytical systems, Inc.), a homemade platinum gauze flag (0.77 cm²) counter electrode, and a gold working electrode (CH Instruments, Inc. r=1mm). All potentials are measured with reference to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Electrochemical measurements were carried out using square wave voltammetry (SWV) over the potential window from -0.45 V to 0.00 V under the set-ups of 50 mV amplitude, 60 Hz frequency. The specific oxidation peak of MB was detected by SWV at -210 mV in the system.

5.2.3 Results and discussion

**Reusable ECPA principle**

Figure 5.1 demonstrates the principle of the reusable electrochemical proximity assay (ECPA). The sensor was fabricated by self-assembly of thiolated DNA strands onto a gold electrode through the reaction of the alkanethiol moiety at the 5’ terminus with the gold surface (Au-S). Then 3mM MCH was co-immobilized as backfiller to remove the nonspecific sequences on the surface [35, 37]. As mentioned earlier, mixed self-assembled monolayers of thiolated DNA sequences and thiol compounds have been widely used to control the surface density, the orientation, distribution, and the steric hindrance in order to improve the binding efficiency [37]. The sensor complex consists of five parts as shown in Figure 5.2.1A: thiolated DNA, Ab1 sequence, target protein, Ab2 sequence, and MB DNA. In the system, uracil bases are incorporated into complementary parts of Ab1 and MB conjugated DNA for thiolated DNA as
depicted in Table 5.2.1. The regeneration mechanism is shown in Figure 5.2.1 B. The Ab1 and MB conjugated DNA are enzymatically cleaved into three and two small DNA pieces separately using a uracil-DNA excision mix. After that, excess enzyme solution and DNA pieces can be removed by rinsing thoroughly with D.I. water.

**Reusable ECPA Model system**

Fast measurements are required for an ideal sensor design. In the first generation of ECPA study [30], the signal measurement time of DNA-based experimental model was 40 minutes. Three complementary bases: G5, G7 and G10 were compared. It was found that G5 system has the lowest background current but with a large signal reduction. The G10-competitor system had a large signal current background; however, in order to avoid the big current noise, a long time was needed for the signal detection.

In order to cut the measurement time, three different systems were compared as shown in Figure 5.2.2. Based on previous study, it is expected that the G5 system will be more suitable for the study due to its low background signal. However, additional optimizations are required to enhance the signal. Several optimizations were made including improving the concentrations of MB-DNA. The concentration of 50 nM was used in G5, G7, and G10-competitor systems. In the G5 system, because the binding between G5 and MB-DNA was very week at room temperature, the higher amount of MB-DNA did not affect the background significantly. However, the signal intensity can still be obtained due to the proximity effect discussed in previous works [30, 32]. The signal and background responses of the G5, G7, and G10-competitor systems were compared as shown in Figure 5.2.2. As hypothesized, the background current of G5 system was still kept at low levels while signal current was increased compared to the previous G7 and G10.
systems. Because of more complementary bases in the thiolated DNA of G7 and G10, the stronger hybridization energy speeded up the complex formation, which gave a relatively large background current. Even under the conditions of short DNA competitor or higher concentration of MB-DNA, both signal and background formed rapidly in G10 system. Therefore, G5 is the most suitable design for the reusable studies. Another advantage of the G5 is that it greatly simplified the fabrication of the system because no competitor is required.

The uracil enzymatic regeneration method was compared with different commonly used methods as shown in Figure 5.2.3. The red plot in the figure represents the current signal measured at 3 minutes after the electrode incubation. For the SWV measurement, 10 nM thrombin with 10 nM THRaptA, 15 nM THRaptB and 50 nM MB-DNA in the buffer solution were used. According to the literature, sensor regeneration can be accomplished with either water rinsing or thermal de-hybridization such as using washing solution with relatively high temperature [33]. However, there are some limitations to these methods such as incomplete de-hybridization for double strand DNA with long complementary stem. In the ECPA system, three methods were compared with the enzymatic regeneration approach including D.I. water rinsing at RT and water/warm buffer rinsing at 37 °C as shown in the figure. The pink curve shows the signal from the electrode after 7 minutes incubation in HEPES/NaClO₄ buffer at 37 °C. The green curve is signal after immersing the sensor in 37 °C warm water for 7 minutes and the regeneration result of water rinse is shown in blue curve. It can be seen that these methods do not lead to complete regeneration in our system. The signal current goes down to 80% of original value after using 7 minutes washing buffer at 37 °C. The current value is about 35% of original one when using the water flow rinsing with 65% denaturation achievement. After immersing the sensor in warm water at 37 °C for 7 minutes, 80% denaturation of cooperative complex was
achieved. None of these methods can completely regenerate the ECPA system because several sequences are incorporated in the signal ECPA system which can have stronger energy under the loop structure. The black line represents the regeneration result using uracil-DNA enzyme. The result shows almost 100% denaturation of the system.

**Reusable ECPA for thrombin detection**

A schematic of aptamer-based reusable ECPA for thrombin detection is shown in Figure 5.2.4A (insert). Two thrombin binding aptamers (TBA) (THRaptA, THRaptB) are used in the system to form a sandwich structure. Background measurement without thrombin is shown in the black curve in Figure 5.2.4A. Seven electrodes were prepared for the experiment. Seven various concentrations of thrombin (from 0 to 10 nM) were measured by each sensor. Typical MB oxidation peaks showed at $-210$ mV in the presence of various amounts of thrombin measured at 3 minutes time window. In this experiment, each sensor was regenerated seven times using 7 electrodes. The calibration curves are shown in Figure 5.2.4B. The solid line curve with error bar is the average value of 7 sensors.

Two sensors with two different concentrations (1.25 nM, 5nM) of thrombin were chosen to investigate the duration of regeneration. As shown in Figure 5.2.4C, the regenerated signal of both sensors remains almost 100% recovery with 19 cycles of regeneration by uracil-DNA excision enzyme.

To demonstrate specificity and signal reproducibility, the reusable ECPA was studied with nonspecific proteins including human IgE, insulin, and BSA as shown in Figure 5.2.4D. The graph shows that essentially little current signal was detected in the presence of IgE (15 nM) or insulin (15 nM) even with higher concentration. Almost no current was detected in the
presence of 3% BSA in 5 nM thrombin solution. In addition, no response was observed in the presence of 3% BSA. These results show that the ECPA sensor has excellent selectivity even after the regeneration cycles.

**Reusable ECPA for insulin detection**

In the ECPA system, two antibody-oligonucleotide conjugates are used to form a sandwich conformation after binding insulin. As mentioned earlier, in the ECPA system two aptamers are required for the target protein detection. However, since aptamer pairs are present for only a few proteins, the flexibility of the aptamer-based approach is limited. The use of antibody-oligonucleotide conjugates can be used as probes to overcome these challenges because antibody/antigen are readily available [35, 36].

The principle of antibody-based reusable ECPA is demonstrated in Figure 5.2.5A. In this experiment, several optimizations were achieved. First, the cyclic protocol was utilized in order to improve the potential of the sensor to be used for a real sample such as blood serum. Moreover, the temperature of insulin incubating solution was kept at 37 °C which is the same as secretion sample measurements from pancreatic islets and body temperature. In addition, higher concentrations of sequences were used to improve the sensitivity with 50 nM antibody-oligo and 50 nM MB-DNA. Typical MB oxidation peaks appear at −210 mV in the presence of various amounts of insulin as shown in Figure 5.2.5 B. The calibration curves with different insulin concentration are also shown. The detection limit of ECPA system can reach 100 fM with a wide dynamic range up to 6.25 nM.

The regeneration times of the ECPA were investigated and the result are shown in Figure 5.2.6 A. It was found that antibody-based reusable ECPA can be regenerated about 18 times
without losing the sensitivity. Selectivity of antibody-based reusable ECPA was studied against insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) and C-peptide. IGF-1 and C-peptide were chosen because IGF-1 has a very similar structure to insulin and C-peptide is usually released with insulin into bloodstream. As expected, the sensor did not respond even to higher concentrations of either IGF-1 or C-peptide as shown in Figure 5.2.6 B.

**Measurement of Insulin secretion from pancreatic islets**

Before the measurement of the blood sample, experiments are performed in order to monitor insulin secretion from endocrine tissues. In this study, the sensor fabrication process was optimized in order to reject the false signal from complicated sample as shown in Figure 5.2.7A. As mentioned earlier, the cyclic assembling methods are fabricated as follow for simplicity. First of all, 10 µL of Ab1 solution was dropped on the gold surface with SAM of thiolated DNA and incubated for 3 minutes. Then the electrode was transferred into pancreatic islets solution. Next, 10 Ab2 µL was drop-coated onto the electrode surface with 3 minutes’ incubation. After that, the electrode was transferred to the solution of 50 nM MB-DNA for the signal measurements. Finally, the electrode was incubated with uracil-DNA excision mix solution for 7 minutes at 37 °C to regenerate the sensor surface for next cycle. Between the incubations, the electrode was rinsed with washing buffer and D.I. water. During this experiment, pancreatic islets solution was kept at 37 °C (body temperature) for the assembling.

The results of insulin secretion measurements by the antibody-based reusable ECPA are shown in Figure 5.2.7B. In this experiment, solutions with 5 and 15 pancreatic islets were used. The islets were obtained from two different mice. The numbers of the islets can be counted using a microscope. Glucose was added from basal (3 mM) to stimulatory (11 mM) glucose levels.
More insulin was released at higher glucose level than the basal level. All the results are summarized in Figure 5.2.7B. As expected, the response signal from the solution with 15 pancreatic islets was almost 3 times higher than that from 5 pancreatic islets solution. The results were presented as the current changes by subtracting the previous signal from the current one. At the basal glucose level (3 mM glucose) as plotted as the first 3 data points, the current remained constant. After adding glucose to stimulatory glucose levels (11 mM glucose), large current changes were observed because more insulin was released. Signal changes were from 132 to 212 nA under 5 pancreatic islets, and from 266 to 505 nA and 272 to 491 nA under the 15 pancreatic islets solution. Compared to the calibration curve, quantitative insulin detection can be obtained during the continuous monitoring processes. The figure was plotted by integrating the area under the oxidation peaks from MB versus the times for the monitoring.

**Insulin measurement from mouse Blood Serum**

In this experiment, insulin measurements from mouse blood serum are reported. The cyclic approach for the sensor assembling was used in measurement of hormone secretions. The procedure is the same as the one in the islet experiment except that the blood serum was kept at 0 °C in order to reject the false signal from other enzymes and proteins in the mouse blood serum. It was found that, the temperature affects the selectivity of the system due to the fact that blood serum is made up of several components. One enzyme that can significantly affect the signal is the deoxyribonuclease (DNases), which catalyzes the cleavage of phosphodiester linkages within DNA backbone. By maintaining the temperature at 0 °C, the activity of DNases can be inhibited. Figure 5.2.8A shows that a single electrode can be reused ~9 times without loss of signal in 20-fold dilution of blood serum. As shown in Figure 5.2.8B, insulin detection from blood serum of two different mice (C57BL/6J) was measured. The solution of blood serum was diluted by a
factor of 20. Using standard addition method, the concentration of insulin in blood serum was measured as shown in the figure. By performing a linear fit to the addition curve, insulin concentrations were calculated to be 120 and 140 pM from blood serum samples obtained from two mice. The times of the reusability of the sensor in the blood serum were also studied as shown in the Figure 5.2.8A. It shows that the sensor can be regenerated about 10 times without significant loss of the signal. From literature, the normal concentration range of mouse blood is 16.4 ± 4.5 mU/ml (113.8 ± 31.2 pM). It was found that the detected concentration using ECPA sensor fell between the ranges. This finding shows that ECPA sensor can be successfully used in the real blood sample study.

5.2.4 Conclusion

In summary, a fast and reusable ECPA has been successfully developed. Several optimizations are achieved. For example, by using uracils sequence, this assay can be enzymatically regenerated for both Aptamer-based and antibody-based ECPA. A detection time of only 3 minutes was achieved without losing the sensitivity and selectivity. In addition, monitoring insulin secretions from pancreatic islets was accomplished and the antibody based-ECPA can be used in the measurement of blood serum. It can be concluded that the general ECPA sensor design has great potential for point-of-care application for various protein detections. More studies are being carried out to further improve the sensitivity of the sensor.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>DNA sequence, listed 5′ to 3′</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECPA-MB</td>
<td>MB-DNA</td>
<td>CCA CCC TCC TCC TTT TCC TAT CTC CTC CTC GTC ACC AUG CMB-C7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECPA-Gold-10</td>
<td>G10</td>
<td>/5ThioMC6-D/GCA TGG TGA CAT TTT TCG TTC GTT AGG GTT CAA ATC CGC G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECPA-Gold-7</td>
<td>G7</td>
<td>/5ThioMC6-D/GCA TGG TAT TTT TCG TTC GTT AGG GTT CAA ATC CGC G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECPA-Gold-5</td>
<td>G5</td>
<td>/5ThioMC6-D/GCA TGG ATT TTC GTT CGT TAG GGT TCA AAT CCG CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombin aptamer A</td>
<td>THRaptA</td>
<td>AGTCGGTGGTAGGCGAGTTGGGGTGACTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTATTATTTTTTTTT TCTGGGGAUUUAAGACCCUACGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombin aptamer B</td>
<td>THRaptB</td>
<td>TAGGAAAAAGGAAGGAGGATGGATGGATGTGTGTTCTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin antibody arm 1</td>
<td>AbArm1</td>
<td>/5AmMC6/iSp18/CCC ACT TAA ACC TCA ATC CAC GCG GAU UUG AAC CCU AAC G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin antibody arm 2</td>
<td>AbArm2</td>
<td>TAG GAA AAG GAG GAG GTG GCC CAC TTA AAC CTC AAT CCA/iSp18/3AmMC6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2.1 DNA Oligonucleotides used in the ECPA sensor.
Figure 5.2.1 Illustration of the principle of the reusable ECPA. A) Reusable ECPA assay, B) Demonstration of uracil-DNA excision mix mechanism.
Figure 5.2.2 Comparisons of responses from the G5, G7, and G10 with C9 competitor in model system.
Figure 5.2.3 Uracil enzyme regeneration method comparisons with other three commonly used methods.
Figure 5.2.4 Aptamer-based reusable ECPA for thrombin detection. A) Signal responses of varying thrombin concentration from pM to nM. B) Calibration curves. Black line with error is the average data with 7 electrodes. C) Reusable times study, using 5nM and 1.25 nM thrombin separately. D) Selectivity of reusable ECPA against BSA, IgE, and Insulin. E) Linear range of calibration curve.
Figure 5.2.5 Antibody-based reusable ECPA for insulin detection. A) ECPA sensor response with different insulin concentrations from 100 fM to 6.25 nM. B) Calibration curves generated by seven different electrodes, the black curve represent the average data. C) Calibration curve with concentration from 0.1 pM to 10 nM.
Figure 5.2.6 Regeneration times and selectivity of antibody based ECPA. A) Regeneration times of ECPA with insulin concentration of 1.25 nM and 250 pM. B) Reusable ECPA selectivity study against C-peptide and IGF with 8 times concentration.
Figure 5.2.7 Monitoring of insulin secretion from endocrine tissue by using antibody-based reusable ECPA. A) Sensor fabrication process (cyclic approach). B) Insulin secretion detection from 5 and 15 mouse pancreatic islets during basal (3 mM) and stimulatory (11 mM) glucose levels. The data are plotted as the difference of the integrated area versus time.
Figure 5.2.8 Insulin detection from mouse blood serum by using antibody ECPA. A) 01 regeneration times under the 20-fold diluted mouse blood serum. B) Standard addition method for insulin detection from blood serum from two different mice. Diluted by a factor of 20.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work

In summary, this research focused on two aspects: biosensor development and optimization for human disease related study and the hybrid materials study for supercapacitor applications. The work for the biosensor includes the development of one DNA biosensor based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering, and the optimization of electrochemical proximity assay for protein detection via electrochemical techniques.

For the system, Ag/Au film over nanosphere substrate was fabricated and optimized. The substrate showed high enhancement of Raman intensity and relatively good reproducibility. Using a series of thiols as spacer, the distance-dependent phenomenon of the SERS effect was also modeled in our system. Further, a DNA biosensor was successfully developed based on the conformational changes of the DNA sequence before and after the hybridization process. The DNA sensor consists of a hairpin structure DNA probe labeled with a Raman reporter and a free labeled target DNA. The calibration curve with different concentrations of target sequence is accomplished, with the largest SERS signal change being 65% of the original signal. To miniaturize the system, microfluidic channels were designed. However, more studies are needed to improve the sensitivity of the response. In addition, because SERS is a potential technique for multiplexing, a multiplexing system to simultaneously detect several different DNA sequences needs to be investigated.
Two types of hybrid material were fabricated using cathodic deposition of $\text{Mn}_3\text{O}_4$ on both stainless steel fiber and carbon fiber. Compared with stainless steel fiber, the carbon fiber exhibits a higher capacitance. By controlling the deposition time, the capacitance of the material can be optimized. In addition, the cathodic method has the advantage that the dissolution of the $\text{Mn}_3\text{O}_4$ can be prevented. However, more detailed studies are needed for the practical application of the materials. These include better control of the fabrication process. In addition, the thermal stability and cycle duration also need to be studied to better understand the supercapacitor performance.

Finally, several optimizations of standard ECPA were achieved. A faster, reusable ECPA sensor was accomplished with high sensitivity and selectivity. By incorporating Uracil bases enzyme in the probe sequences, the ECPA system can be regenerated using a cleavage. This allows the sensor to be reused up to 20 times with excellent signal recovery and selectivity. Moreover, the sensor has a faster detection time window of only 3 minutes at body temperature without losing its selectivity. Co-immobilization of the thiolated DNA probe with a back-filler (mercaptohexanol (MCH)) was used to reduce the background noise. Based on these developments, higher sensitivity for insulin detection in the 100 fM range was accomplished, and insulin detection from pancreatic islets at $37^\circ C$ and the direct detection of insulin from mouse blood serum were realized. The ECPA is a general design which can be suitable to any aptamer protein or antibody-antigen couple. However, more work has to be done to further improve the system toward point-of-care application. SPR and electrochemical techniques will be used to study the mechanism of the modification process in order to improve the performance of the sensor. Using lab-on-chip techniques, miniaturized and integrated electrochemical ECPA can be achieved with multiplexing ability.